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Epic cinema,
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire

A

new leisure centre, to be built by the local authority, would include a small
cinema, which could be used for conferences, and so on, and was equipped
with both 2” x 2” slide and 16mm projectors. Unaware that 6,000-foot spool
capacity machines could run for over three hours, the council ordered two and the
importers were happy to supply without comment! Sometime later, a 35mm Victoria
5 assembly with a single sided spool-tower was installed, which allowed commercial
cinema exhibition.
To be called the Epic Cinema, several interested people expressed their approval
of an excellent name that was unusual while at the same time suggesting blockbuster
films! It is a wonder the name had not been used in earlier ‘greater cinema-going’ days!
Furthermore, with only four letters, it would be easy to remember and signage costs
would be extremely low. Some people were surprised when told that it simply meant
Ellesmere Port Indoor Centre!

Epic Ellesmere 1985. Photo by Jim Schultz.
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Long runners and super spools

I

t was a certainty that the pre-1909 film fire fatalities would eventually lead to the
Cinematograph Act and that it would include a regulation limiting the length of
the film reels. These would in the future be stored and shipped in individual steel
cans in reels as short as 50 feet up to a maximum length of 1000 feet. Running at
about sixteen frames or a foot per second, a 1000-foot reel would carry just over 16
minutes of silent action and was considered to be long enough for the hand cranked
projection systems of the time. In addition, the 1000 feet feed and take up spools on
the projector were to be contained in strong steel magazines or spool boxes.
For two reelers, and increasingly longer films, exhibitors began to use two projectors
with which they could change over from one to another to enable uninterrupted
picture plays for the audience and a cooling period for each machine. High radiant
heat emission from the low intensity arclamps of the period could raise gate block
temperatures to such levels that film leaders in direct contact with the hot metal could
actually ignite or at least buckle and become so brittle as to be likely to crack and fail.
To reduce this risk of fire it became the custom of projectionists to delay the threading
of the next incoming reel until the last possible minute. This was one reason why they
would welcome a slight relaxation of the regulations in the 1920s which allowed the
use of 2000 feet spools and spoolboxes and the splicing of two single 1000 feet reels
together to load them. The use of these longer running spools was only possible in
those theatres equipped with arclamps capable of burning for 30 minutes or more per
carbon load.
With the coming of sound and its faster film speed, a full 2000 feet spool would
run for no more than 22 minutes and while still being delivered in 1000 feet reels
would become the standard that would remain unchanged for the next 20 years. For
editing purposes this included choosing suitable scenes to effect reel change-overs
etc, many 1000 feet cans contained reels that were significantly shorter and when
spliced together with similarly short reels would often run for less time than many
projectionists would prefer for effecting cooling of the resting projector’s gate.
About 6000 feet of silent film was formerly used to tell a 90 minute story that
would take sound films around 8000 feet or so and being transported in standard
1000 feet cans meant that proportionately larger transit cases were needed in which to
ship the extra reels. Lined with plywood, these vertical steel cases carried the cans on
top of each other and with occasional careless handling the bottommost cans could be
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so badly crushed as to damage the reel ends. Added to these losses were two or more
frames that were cut from every reel in every theatre in order to fit two reels on to
2000 feet spools. The practice stopped only with the obsolescence of nitrate film in the
late 1940s and its substitution with acetate film in 2000 feet reels.
With film now no more flammable than paper, the relaxation of the fire regulations
resulted in there being no limit in the quantity of film allowed in the projection room
and an early process to take advantage and use large spools came with the 1952
arrival of the 3D film Bwana Devil. The process required the cinema’s usual pair of
projectors to be mechanically interlocked together to operate in effect as a single unit
that could only commercially exhibit the film if the two machines were modified to
play continuously for at least 50 minutes.
Any lengthening of the projector running times would need to be in the burning
time of the cinemas arclamps of which there were at that time only two types that
would carry carbon loads sufficient for up to one hour anyway. Allowing for a small
margin of safety, this in effect restricted the projection time to about 55 minutes or
5000 feet of film which fortunately could load onto spools of 24 inches in diameter,
a size that would just about fit on and under most projector assemblies then in use.
Used with 5 inch hubs, 24 inch spools were not so heavy or the hubs so small
that in the take-off function they could strain the sprocket holes and in the take-up
function could be driven reliably by normal slipping clutch systems.
Projectionists in the relatively few theatres equipped for the short-lived 3D process
soon began to use their 5000 feet spools to project normal films and many would
argue that with few changeovers and less print handling the copy lasted longer and
projection tended to be more consistent. It also became apparent that in a failed
projector situation it was useful to know that with these spools it was possible to
project an acceptable show with no more than two threading interruptions.
To exploit the spools to the limit, projectionists began to squeeze on as much film
as possible and would occasionally overfill by anything up to ½ “ to take the risk of
not only running out of carbon but also of causing the take-up to fail with the extra
weight of film. Familiarity and experience of the spools led many projectionists to
consider the future use of even bigger spools including the versions capable of carrying
a complete program. They were well aware however, that this would be possible only
when a continuous burning lamp of similar brilliance could replace the burning arc.
Research and development work in high intensity point source lighting systems
had been proceeding in both Germany and the UK and was based largely on a
continuously burning xenon discharge version of the type that had only been used
previously in bursts of 1/1000th of a second in flash photography. Intensive research in
the 1950s by British Thompson Houston Company eventually lead them to develop a
continuous burning lamp that successfully matched most of the parameters needed for
the projection of cinema films. Supplied in a former carbon arc lamphouse, the original
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unit was rated at 2KW, burned with pure white light and, with a bulb guaranteed for
1000 hours, was suitable for cinemas with up to 1000 seats. Other than slight ozone
emissions, the lamp, unlike the carbon arc was without ash, fumes or the all pervading
white powder deposit with its smell that pervaded every projection room.
The large and progressive Star Cinemas’ Chief Engineer Dennis Cheetham was
quick to realise that with this lamp a projector could run for as long as there was film
to feed into it and a superspool system was a possibility that required only the incentive
to design one. This would soon emerge in a growing trend at the time of partitioning
existing cinemas into one or two small cinemas with an adjoining bingo hall.
Although projectors in conventional pairs were used in the first of these cine-bingo
operations their equipment, purchase and staffing costs confirmed the growing belief
that their profitability could only be possible with the single projectionist manning of
at least two and possibly even three projection sets and it was towards this objective
that the circuit and their chief engineer’s efforts were now directed.
As there had never before been spools with much more than 5000 feet there was
nobody to whom they could turn to for advice and Mr Cheetham began to accept that
to start from zero and make any kind of prototype would require more thought, work
and time than was available to him. He decided that it could only be accomplished
in a well-equipped factory workshop with staff accustomed to handling both film
machinery and 35mm film and at the time there was none more suitable for the project
than the respected Westrex company.
On being approached they were immediately amenable to the idea and placed the
project in the hands of Mr Randall, one of their more capable engineers who together
with Mr Cheetham, eventually worked out the practical details based on super-sized
spools.
Influenced by decades of conventional practice and without the benefit of any
hindsight they came up with the entirely reasonable idea that the system should be a
box frame with, in a similar layout to the projector, one spool on top of the other. They
estimated that between 1½ and 2 ½ hours between intermissions would be running
time enough for both projectionists and patrons, and it was decided therefore that the
spool capacity should be about 13,500 feet and the frames on which they would be
supported should be positioned between the projection lens and the projection port
hole.
As the project developed and problems began to unfold it was soon realised that the
spools carrying this quantity of film would be too heavy to follow the long established
practice of removing the take up spool from the machine for rewinding, and the
function would therefore need to be performed on the fame itself. After further
calculations and tests it was realised that a full spool rewind would take about twenty
minutes and impose an unacceptably long intermission time in cinemas committed to
a continuous performance policy. Later, a Russian long running system was reported
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to get around the same problem by using two copies of the film programme with one
running while the other was rewinding.
Such a method was not available in the UK and a second projector would partially
defeat the object of the exercise so it was decided to duplicate the entire system by
having two spools on each side of a frame which, fitted with castors, could be rolled
from one side to the other for projection. With the feature film on one spool and a half
hour or so supporting programme on the other, the complete show would contain an
intermission at the end of each reel, during which the assembly could be re-positioned
and the incoming film threaded. Rewind could then be carried out at a time more
convenient for the projectionist.
With no better layout they could think of at the time, they had to accept that
while one of the two positions was reasonably satisfactory, the other, when lined for
projection obstructed the projectionist’s view through the observation port.
Despite this, work continued on an assembly that was to perform three functions,
film take-off, film take-up and rewind and it was feared by those involved that the
combination of centrally driven axles, heavy spools and fragile 35mm film of the
time that there would more than likely be problems never previously encountered in
projection systems.
With cheeks made from 1/8th inch thick aluminium and hubs of 7 inch in
diameter, the 36 inch spools would be carried on ½ inch axles, end threaded and
carrying spool-retaining knobs. Frames, assembled Meccano fashion from Dexion
Angle, provided the prototype mock-up on which lash-ups could be fixed to provide
guidance as to layout, sizes and wiring and so on. With the position chosen to be in
front of the projector, an early priority was the provision of a gap between the upper
and lower spools through which the light beam could pass. This was achieved by
spacing the two spool axle panels in such a way that there was a 10 inch or so gap
between the two spools with the sideways width being obtained by mounting the
panels on 4.5 inch spacers off the main frame.
Rigged with all four spools, the mocked-up assembly was by this time already
cumbersomely bigger than first anticipated and now measured 2 feet wide, the
diameter of the 36 inch spools in length and was about 7 feet 6 inches in height.
Drive systems first considered for the take-up spool were based on self-adjusting
friction clutches in which the torque was automatically increased by the weight of the
film as the spool filled, but the mechanical complexity compounded by the need to
run in reverse for the rewind function influenced the Westrex designers to consider
more simple methods.
Long running 16mm projectors had been available for some time and an early
option was a possibility of a scaled up 35mm version but was soon thought impractical
on the grounds that while the two gauges shared the same film thickness, 16mm
was about a third of the weight and, running at about a third of the 35mm speed,
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was pro-rata almost three times stronger. Projectionists experienced in both gauges
can usually confirm that liberties taken with 16mm are not possible with the faster
moving, heavier spooled and proportionately more vulnerable 35mm film.
Among early consideration was the difficulty expected when starting a projector
loaded with a full 36 inch take-off spool but which fortunately proved, in practice, to
be no problem. With about 18 inches from the reels outer layer of film to the centre
axle, the leverage and the slow rotation combined with the slow starting projector
allowed the spool to accelerate to fill speed with neither jerks nor snatch. It would then
expose a more worrying problem in that the fly-wheel effect of the heavy spool would
cause it to over run and form a loop of slack film that would snap when the spool
slowed and the projector caught up.
2000 feet take-off spools on most projectors had to some degree been subject to
the same problem but had been restrained by small friction clutches that would only
be effective on 36 inch spools if some form of shock and/or loop absorbing device was
also included in any film pay-off. Take-off spool problems also included the difficulty
of starting, without straining the sprocket holes, a 36 inch take-off spool loaded with
only 1000 feet of film.
After test runs and experience gained from other installations, it became apparent
that this problem and other perforation damage were largely due to the small diameter
of the original 7 inch spool hubs. To reduce the chance of damage projectionists began
to increase the hub diameter by 3 inches or more by packing it out with waste film.
On being informed of this the manufacturers realised the reason why and supplied
all spools from then on with 11 inch hubs. This eased the problem but lost about 8
minutes playing time, a length that if it had been considered critical could easily have
been compensated for by an increase in the spool’s overall diameter from 36 inches to
37 inches.
In the take-up function, 7 inch hub spools needed to rotate at the start of the
reel at about 50 rpm, and despite it being under drive tension and with a very slow
starting projector, the spool’s inertia would prevent it gathering speed quickly enough
to receive the film. This would result in a loop of slack film that would violently snap
when the film caught up. The problem was less acute with 11 inch hubs and was all
but eliminated by the introduction of inertia free spools in which the 11 inch hub
rotated independently of the cheeks. Being an on-going problem, many projectionists
had developed the skill of lightly holding the film in their hand and allowing it to
take-up gradually or else using their hand to help the spool to start turning. Should a
stationary projector with an almost full take-up spool need to be re-started, this could
only be done by this method.
Heavily laden take-off spools in some European towers were restrained from overrunning with a friction clutch that differed slightly from the normal by allowing the
fixed plate to rotate part of the way against a damped spring which had the effect of
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absorbing any tendency of film to slacken or over-run. Take-up spools on such towers
used a self-adjusting friction clutch the torque of which increased in proportion to the
weight of the film on the spool and, to avoid snatch, a loop and shock-absorbing device
is provided by the spool-driving pin being spring loaded.
Star Cinemas/Westrex designers decided to avoid friction clutches and instead use
motors of a special type that had the unusual ability of being able to tolerate being
stalled or even counter rotated for long periods without overheating. Known as torque
motors, each one would be used to independently drive each axle with speed and
torque being controlled by variable transformers. British made, these units were said
to be made for lift door operation and similar applications and being easy to reverse
were ideal for all three functions of the developing large spool project. Transmission
from the motors to the ½ inch spool axles was via 1 to 3 pulleys and toothed belts.
Take-off spools over-run in the developing assembly was efficiently restrained by
the rewind motor on low torque tensioning the spool in the opposite direction to the
film pay-off.
The bottom, or take-up spool, required its torque setting to be established by
trial and error and be such that there was not too much power on starting but just
enough to maintain firm and reliable take-up throughout the 13,500 feet load. In the
rewind function, both top and bottom spools are controlled by a single Variac and
are switched and wired such that as the voltage is increased to one it is reduced to the

Original Westrex designed tower for
positioning in front of the projector
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other and vice versa. The purpose is to enable the rewind to be started, accelerated and
decelerated and stopped without jerks, slackening or risk of film breakage. With only
a little experience, the projectionist could skillfully manipulate this see-saw facility for
programme make-up, packing off and film inspection purposes.
After tests, evaluation and repeated changes, the Dexion Angle frames had served
their purpose and a number of 19 inch British amplifier racks were taken from the
company’s stock to be used as main frames for the first production batch. Fitted with
the sub assemblies and all components, they were wired, tested, delivered and installed
in two mini cinemas within the former Astor Cinema, Guildford. Renamed Studios
1 and 2, the two cinemas experienced a high standard of projection with which the
projectionist expressed his full satisfaction and agreed that provided time-sheets were
arranged without intermissions coinciding he could see no reason why one man could
not successfully operate two or even three units.
Satisfied with the success of the operation, the Star circuit began to prepare plans
for conversion of several more halls into two or more spool tower equipped Studio
units.
After the experience gained from the first installations the designers began to
acknowledge that while the assemblies were generally satisfactory, there were a few
shortcomings caused mainly by the forward positioning of the assembly. Among these
was the problem of the 36 inch take-up spool being so high as to prevent the projector
from being tilted to the more acute negative rakes encountered where the stalls were
being used for bingo and the former balcony for two side by side Studio units. After
careful consideration they finally came to the conclusion that there was no other
solution other than to move the assembly either to the rear or the side of the projector
and divert the film into and out of the machine with suitable rollers. Many of these
new positions would require more floor space, but would provide easier access for
assembly and, in eliminating the need for the projection gap and axle panel spacers,
it would result in the assembly being 9 inches less in width and almost a foot less in
height. Now with an option of being used in many positions, it was realised that the
assembly could be mounted on a turntable and then require only about one square
metre of floor space, the only advantage it could later claim over the future platter
system. Parts of this would be fabricated from block board and probably be the last
time wood was used in any item of cinema machinery. A single sided free standing
assembly was also made available for occasional and once nightly cinemas where it was
recognised as being a useful back-up for projector failure in a two machine equipped
projection room.
Faults inherent in the system were relatively few but among these was the ease of
the upper spool to start turning on a dormant tower due to the weight of only two
or three feet of hanging film. If unattended it could start with the slightest vibration
and if unrestrained would gather speed until it had dumped the entire reel into a
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tangled mass around the assembly. In addition to the dust and dirt, contamination
damage of the print would the inevitable loss of box office takings. An optional brake
was quickly designed but most projectionists had by that time developed an almost
automatic habit of using pre-cut pieces of adhesive tape to secure the loose end of the
film to the spool.
Possibly worse, was the disturbing experience of a sudden film break during the
rewind function where the receiving spool would be no longer under the restraint
of the spool it was pulling and would accelerate to alarming speeds, thrashing the
trailing end of film into dozens of fragments in the process. The spool severed from
the rewind would, due to flywheel effect, spew hundreds of feet of film in a spectacular
upwards trajectory to finally descend and entangle itself before the spool came to rest.
For all that, so many were in use they were not without criticism as more than a
few technicians and projectionists were uneasy about the sheer weight of the spools
with their slow centre axle drive in relation to the flimsiness of film. The weight of
thousands of feet of film on top of film had also been a cause for concern if only
because oil, dust and dirt could become embedded into the film emulsion to mar the
screen picture. For one reason or another, one or two European designs featured spools
sloped several degrees from the vertical which would only spread the weight a little

Studios in Manchester
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but be an early indication that perhaps designers were beginning to think that spools
running entirely horizontally may have been worth investigation.
The final outcome for long runners would be the successful development of the
platter (cake-stand) system, which would go on to prove its superiority in every detail
for every function.
It could be said that the tower had arrived at just about the right time and was an
early and important factor in the developing trend towards the twinning and tripling
of theatres during the 1970s and 1980s. Being reasonably priced it became one of the
few pieces of new cinema equipment between the boom years of CinemaScope and
multi screen cinemas to sell any significant quantity.
Despite the obvious advantages of the platter, there remained a few older
projectionists who preferred the tower in the same way that some liked the hands-on
approach needed for the operation of 2000 feet spools with changeovers and carbon
arcs, used during what are
sometimes remembered
as the best years of the
cinema industry.

Cinemeccanica Vic 18
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Bug hutch memories
There were hundreds of them and anyone born before 1960 could well have visited
at least a couple called ‘bug hutches,’ dumps or fleapits; they are often remembered
probably in their rebuilt neighbourhoods with an affection that almost certainly will
not be repeated for the present day slick and tidy multiplexes.
The few mentioned here is a small cross-section of the types that in the 1940s
existed in one condition or worse in almost every area in which there was a population
enough to support them. Even the smallest country and market towns often had
halls which, converted from other uses, were as basic in comfort and projection as
they could get. Nevertheless, with second, third or even fourth-hand projectors, some
offered a competently presented nightly performance of films which, despite being
long past their release dates, still attracted more than satisfactory business. Such halls,
usually former chapels, corn exchanges and town halls, and so on, were more often
than not staffed by part timers who would turn out in all weathers to
do everything from the cleaning to projection. They were so often as
not motivated by an enthusiasm and loyalty that would not have
been bettered if the halls had been first run flagship theatres.
Similar loyalty had been common in even the most run down of
urban dumps, and in the case of projectionists, their often high
level of competence was more than likely due to the fact that one
year of projecting three programmes of tattered and torn copies
a week on clapped out projectors was probably worth more in
experience than five years in any first run theatre with the
latest projectors and new copies!
Of the three terms of reference ‘dump’ was
probably the least complimentary, ‘bug hutch’
almost, but not quite a ‘fleapit,’ often used as a
term of slight endearment for a well-liked local
amenity. By 1950 a few of the first category
had reached rock bottom and, one by one,
began to close but the majority, undeterred by
Hope Hall Cinema, Hope Street, Liverpool.
Opened 1915, closed 1963, demolished 1976. The
Everyman Theatre was built on the site in 1977.
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emerging television, carried on, side-tracked by the flash-in-the-pan 3D and installed
wide screen and CinemaScope instead. For some smaller halls this could be unequally
and proportionally more expensive as many were the type of cinema more commonly
equipped with ageing front shutter projectors that were not suitable for ‘Scope
conversion and required replacement instead or modification to rear shutter.
From 1956 onwards, it became apparent that for many of these halls the end was
in sight and, of the few ways left to struggle on, exhibiting cheaply made sci-fi-horrormonster-skin-flick epics was one. It was not to every independent exhibitors liking and
after a year or so some chose the lesser of several evils and decided to accept bingo or
supermarket conversion.
One ‘Bobby Dazzler’ among the late hangers on was the Electric, Portobello Road,
London; a pre-WW1 hall that was said to be one of the very first purpose built cinemas
in the area, and which, by the mid 1970s, was still open but had deteriorated into a
run-down, disreputable dump. Its patrons were few and far between and included
dossers and other less than desirable characters together with a disproportional number
of ‘professional ladies’ and their clients. Cracked and decaying plaster had exposed
numerous sections of the interior wall brickwork which, on wet days, glistened as the
rain broke through the leaking roof and ran down to dampen the last remnants of
tattered carpet. If any paint was to be seen, it was cracked and peeling and faded and it
was so long since the ceiling had seen a coat of paint, it had become nicotine stained to
the deep brown colour of mahogany. What seats were still standing were torn, slashed,

Electric Cinema, Portobello Road, London in 1970
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far from clean and more than likely home to a wide variety of pesky varmits. Of the
toilets and fittings, the least said the better!
First impressions of the projection room were of chaos, surprisingly clean – but
chaos, with the front wall conduits and cabling appearing to have been knitted into the
system rather than competently installed. The mish-mash of equipment included odd
combinations such as Westrex amplifiers lashed to RCA soundheads. Two electrode
converted AEI lamphouses behind Ross GC projectors, and so on. It was said that
these projectors had come from Blenheim Palace and had formerly been the property
of Sir Winston Churchill. Anyway, with a better than they deserved projectionist,
they were still showing reasonably steady pictures onto a tattered screen, which was
anything but white and long past being neatly masked.
Another minor claim to fame, and one of which they only boasted in whispers, was
the sinister fact a former projectionist had been none other than the mass murderer,
Christie, Rillington Place being just around the corner
By the mid 1970s the neighbourhood had developed into a more professional desres area in which it was considered worthwhile, locally, to completely refurbish the
Electric and turn it into a stylish cinema, specialising in classic and foreign films. After
a considerable investment, this was accomplished to give the theatre a second lease of
life and an upmarket reputation untainted by its past.
Among the many less salubrious halls of which post-war Manchester seemed to
have more than its fair share were two owned by the ABC circuit; the Don and the
Tower cinemas in Ancoats; a depressingly run down area at that time and one in
which both these picture palaces had less than comfortable incidents.
With an on-going policy of showing six and seven real blood and thunder epics
the halls were reasonably profitable at that time but were still referred to locally as
bug hutches and more so because of rowdiness rather than the general state of the
auditoria, it was usually down to a minority in the younger audiences of the time; it
was a growing problem that at weekends occasionally began to involve drink.
Ancoats at that time was described by some as being ‘lively’ and by others as ‘rowdy
and was considered by some to be due to the above average number of pubs, more
than a few of which were in the immediate vicinity of these two cinemas. Minor, but
disagreeable incidents had been increasing for some time and so much so at weekends
that the manager of the Don sought the company’s permission to not show Beer is
Best! and similar ‘rowdiness creating’ slides on Saturday nights, a request that, for
revenue reasons, was only reluctantly granted.
Even without the influence of alcohol, audience behaviour had not been improving
since the war’s end and had declined to the point that moved the Don’s chief
projectionist to complain about it in general and one incident in particular. Describing
it as an outrage, he explained that a patron, the worse for drink, had attempted to
indecently interfere with an usherette in the balcony and while this behaviour had
16

not previously been unknown in the stalls the chief stressed that it had never been
reported before in the BALCONY!
Another Manchester hall, the Regent, Rochdale Road was, in the late 1940s a
gem of a dump that needed to be seen to be believed! Its shabby auditorium had long
passed through the tatty to almost derelict stage, yet despite numerous handicaps
and clapped out equipment had remained open with a surprisingly high standard of
presentation. This was all the more remarkable as there was no non-sync and virtually
the only projectionist was an alcoholic who nevertheless was almost always able to
put on a competent show. The theatre proprietor had considered opening and interval
music unnecessary and Performing Rights payments too expensive, so he simply
discarded the non-sync unit!
Added to the projectionist’s many problems was the fact that the ageing BTP
sound equipment included the original talking picture amplifier, a piece of electronic
wizardry known as the 8ARP4. This piece of kit was made of plywood sheathed with
tinned copper and, with an opening top lid, had the appearance of a fish fryer. Three
triode valves, together with all the wiring and components were laid on the inside
base in a manner similar to FJ Kamm’s layouts for home radio constructors in 1930s
issues of the Practical Wireless magazine. All earth connections were directly soldered

Warwick Picturedrome, Windsor Street, Liverpool. Opened 1911, demolished 1982.
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to the copper sheathing and after a year or two, dry joints appeared in abundance.
Combined with the anything but rigid chassis-frame, this resulted in intermittent
amplifier instability that appeared in the loudspeakers as oscillations, hums and a
mixture of spurious noises. Fortunately, for the projectionist, this required the
attention of standby service engineers; a fact that finally coerced the proprietor into
paying for a sound service contract.
In the less than sumptuous picture houses there were occasionally surprises to
be found and one within Salford – a single level 400 seater must rank with the best.
Owned by an American gentleman, the hall was by the late 1940s shabby and well
worn, yet while it had little in the way of comfort, it was maintained in a reasonably
clean condition and was so profitable as to keep him more than happy. Seating was
no more than a few rear-most rows of minimally upholstered seats separated by strips
of well-worn carpet, a few rows of backed benches and, in the front stalls area, several
rows of plain benches that dated back to the silent days. Not a lot had been spent in
recent years on paint decoration or toilets, or for that matter anything else auditorium
wise, but the projection room itself was another story.
Immaculately clean and carefully maintained, it looked at first glance to have
absolutely no connection with the auditorium that was only one wall’s thickness away.
Described by one visiting projectionist as ‘being like another world,’ it would have
been a credit to even the most prestigious super cinema in the West End of London.
The projection and sound system was far from new, but the standard of
maintenance and cleanliness was as high as could be thought possible. Ernemann 11
projectors looked as good as the day they left the factory and the cast aluminium of
the BTP/ Lee de Forest soundhead frames was polished to a silver-like shine. Lamp
house interiors were as clean and polished as their exteriors and were always without
traces of either carbon ash or fume deposit and were maintained by a rigid policy of
cleaning after every reel. The projectionists had also modified the flexible arc flues to
be easily detachable in order that they could be removed and repeatedly polished to an
impressive chrome-like finish that highlighted the entire equipment.
Faultless presentation went without saying and included precise and showmanlike use of screen curtains, footlights and battens and so on. Sound was maintained
at exactly the correct levels and cues for volume increases where dramatic effect was
felt to be needed (!). Despite their usual film copies being anything far from perfect,
off screen breaks or racks were virtually unknown. It was said by the owner that they
had run for as long as eight years without a film break and the last recalled off-screen
incident had been due to failure of the mains supply.
Visitors, particularly other projectionists, would register surprise – bordering on
shock, when taking their first look at the projection room that glistened and shone, yet
without the appearance of ‘bull.’ A non-sync room with professionally made shelves on
the walls carried hundreds of 78rpm records, all non-vocal and itemised for the type of
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films they would best accompany. It was said that every record purchased since shortly
after the coming of sound was in the collection.
How was such a high standard achieved? The owner confided that he had long had
an aversion to projectors and projection rooms and he was therefore more than willing
to pay for the very best projectionists in order to forget them! His crew of three, all in
their mid-thirties, was said to be paid as much – and more, than those employed in
the city centre’s most opulent flagship theatres.
Film salesmen, and other frequent visitors to these halls, may have cheerfully joked
about them but would nonetheless be quick to acknowledge that the combined takings
of such halls once constituted an important percentage of the industry’s economy that
may well be the equal of today’s multi-screen total.
As far as the patrons were concerned, most of the cinemas had a convivial and
undeniably welcoming atmosphere that, on a cold winter’s night, was thought of as
being not only a cosy experience but one costing less than the price of a pint of beer.
Pictures from Mike Taylor
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The Kalee 12 lookalike

M

ade for a few years before the outbreak of WW1, Kershaw’s first and second
projectors, sometimes referred to as Kalee No 3 and 4, bore a resemblance
so close to the French Gaumont Chrono it could not be coincidence; it was,
they could not deny, an almost exact copy. Likewise, and immediately after the war,
they introduced their Kalee No 5, an undisguised lookalike of the German Ernemann
Imperator and a design so successful Kershaws would make it for the next decade or so in
three increasingly heavier models, the last being the Indomitable No 8.
This was followed by two versions of a model designated as No 11 neither of which bore
any outward similarity to any European projector of the time nor would the Kalee No 12,
the mid 1930s successor. This machine, drum shuttered and significantly heavier, would
years later be commended as the most reliable projector the company had ever produced
and would be the only UK projector licensed for manufacture throughout WW2.
During the war and post-war period it would sell in considerable numbers due to
various factors not least of which was Gaumont British Cinemas having to abandon their
intended work-horse, the German made Magnus, a projector still running in a few of both
their own theatres and some independents. The arrangement led to the Leeds factory being
absorbed into the Rank Organisation and together with British Acoustic Films sound
equipment, the formation of a sales and service department, GB Kalee Ltd.
It was said to be something of an industry surprise when among the new postwar projectors being advertised in the trade press there appeared an illustration of an
unmistakable copy of the Kalee No 12. Called the Imperial No 3, it was manufactured by a
small Leicester engineering company who had long specialised in repairs and modifications
to projection equipment.
Although not quite an exact copy, it was so near as to need a second look to confirm
it was not a No 12. Even the Kalee logo covering the shutter housing had a lookalike
badge and in exactly the same position. Almost every detail bore some resemblance to the
equivalent parts of the No 12, but here the similarity more or less ended as the machine
was rumoured to be noisy and not all that reliable.
Something of a mystery shrouded the machine insomuch as even former Imperial
customers could not quote the name of a theatre in which it was installed or likely to be
and to the present day if a specimen has survived its whereabouts remains unknown. Some
think it reasonable to presume that while Kershaws could hardly complain of plagiarism
maybe they had discreetly initiated proceedings which resulted in the Imperial No 3 being
quietly withdrawn.
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CinemaScope installation
engineers

A

fter Twentieth Century Fox demonstrated CinemaScope at the Odeon
Tottenham Court Road in 1953 a number of projector and sound engineers
were sent to the Rank Taylor Hobson Factory in Leicester for a course on the
technical details and installation procedures for the system. Using the Odeon Leicester
for talks and demonstrations, the engineers would at least familiarise themselves with
the GK21 modifications, one of the two main projection systems of Rank Theatre
Division at that time.
20th Century Fox trained one of their own men to serve as a technical consultant
on the process, being nicknamed CinemaScope Smith by the other engineers; he
provided much useful advice and assistance with the first installations. As helpful
as all this was, without the benefit of previous experience, the first CinemaScope
installations were often found to be not without snags and involved the engineers in
time consuming study of circuit drawings, wiring layouts and projector modification
instructions, etc. Discussions with electricians and screen erectors on site were also
considered necessary in order to avoid minor misunderstandings such as the left and
right stage speakers being reverse wired due to confusion between actors left/right
and the audiences. Working night and day and often truck driving long distances
with overhanging screen frames, screen erectors problems could include difficulty of
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access for the large screen frame sections and insufficient stage space for the assembly
which occasionally required repositioning stage curtains etc. Often tired, it can be
imagined why one crew were not best pleased when in the middle of the night at the
Scala Cinema Leeds, the assembled 40 feet screen frame collapsed into the front stalls,
flattening a number of seats and causing much consternation and the loss of two days
admissions.
Modifications to the projectors included mounting of the so called penthouse
soundheads, securing of the anamorphic lens holding brackets and new backing lens
holders and finally, the fitting of the narrow toothed foxhole sprockets.
Occasionally, the extra space needed to accommodate the protruding anamorphic
lens required the projectors to be slid back a few inches but this could not always be done
until the pedestal connecting cables were disconnected, cut and lengthened, preferably
by engineers from the service company responsible for the sound maintenance.
After optical alignment the screen masking would be set to limits on the target
film and the aperture plates then tediously and laboriously filed to fit the screen, a
job that was soon found to be one that could not be done in haste and there were
definitely no short cuts. Cutting aperture plates, even with new Swiss files, was at
first considered by GB Kalee engineers to be impractical without jigs or some means
of guaranteeing accuracy and one idea was the use of photographic paper glued over
the aperture plate which, with the projector set up as a camera could have the paper
exposed by flooding the screen with light from the other machine. This would leave an
accurate image of the screen shape that was thought would serve as an infallible guide
when filing, but the paper with handling, began to tatter and become ragged at the
filed edges, finally ending up being no better than the little by little nibbling method.
One dodge was to use a deliberately blunted file for the last few cuts and a penknife
stroke into the corners to avoid a rounded corner look. After the finishing strokes,
edge aberration could be minimised by carefully back chamfering the aperture edges.
Once all systems were up and ready, the last operation before running any magnetic
film was to degauss all film paths, rewinders, splicers and even the projectionists’ tools
in order to avoid magnetic damage and contamination of any of the four stereophonic
sound-tracks. Despite the tracks not being as vulnerable as was first expected, testing
for magnetism would become part of the engineer’s monthly service duties and was
usually done with low cost direction compasses purchased from local sports shops and
carried in the engineer’s toolkits.
As impressive as some of the first installations in large city super cinemas were,
they were soon followed by exhibitor objections to CinemaScope mainly because of
the high cost of the non-optional stereophonic sound component of the package and
the cost of installation. There were often also more than a few protests about the
letterbox shape of 2.55 to l. Initially, the only concession made by 20th Century
Fox was that the fourth channel for auditorium sound effects was optional and not a
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compulsory requirement, but while it was minimally used, many exhibitors thought it
to be a useful showmanship novelty worth keeping and in the end most installations
ended up with four channels.
Among trade publicity at the time was the claim that not only could you see it
without glasses but that the 2.55 to 1 aspect ratio was influenced by Leonardo da
Vinci’s painting, ‘The Last Supper’ and suggested that the ideal picture size should
be about twice the width of the former screen for any particular cinema but made no
suggestions as to how to fit it into proscenium arches designed many years previously
for 4 by 3 pictures. A few former silent picture cinemas, built in the early 1920s, had
to resort to constructing a new proscenium arch in front of the original, losing more
than a few seats in the process.
Following ongoing nationwide first run theatre installations more protests began
to be heard over the so called Miracle Mirror screen, an expensive part of the system
which, being imported from the US, was paid for in hard currency, almost as if they
were of national importance and something so special that they could not be made in
the UK. The complaints concerned the annoyingly visible seamed panels from which
the screen was assembled and were so glaringly conspicuous that even 20th Century
Fox finally conceded that they were not acceptable and, in the end, allowed the use of
other screens including the lower priced but superior British Perlux screen.
After mounting protests, and partly because of the nationwide Warner Brothers
demonstrations of optical sound CinemaScope on standard film 20th Century
Fox finally relented and the industry adopted the 2.35 to 1 format that would over
the next few years be installed in every cinema in the UK. A steady flow of optical
CinemaScope films then followed from
renters other than 20th Century Fox and all
the four track equipped theatres then had to
purchase another set of aperture plates for the
2.35 to 1 aspect ratio. To avoid the expense
of extra prints, 20th Century Fox would later
introduce a combined magnetic and optical
sound print which would obsolete the 2.55
to 1 aspect ratio and could be shown in any
theatre, mono or stereo, provided that the
projection equipment was fitted with foxhole
sprockets. Where there were US made
machines, this usually required the services
of an engineer with the special reamers etc
needed to change the pinned on intermittent
sprocket.
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Ongoing rumours at the time however, reported that there were still more wide
screen processes in the pipeline but with little information as to whether they would be
compatible with CinemaScope or not. Uncertainties weren’t helped by remembering
the gathering obsolescence of 3D ,but were in the end largely dispelled by GB Kalee
introducing an anamorphic lens with a variable stretch ratio, the Varamorph.
After discontinuing both their cylindrical and Type P anamorphic lenses, the
company concentrated on the Varamorph and orders came in such numbers as to
compel the factory to work a night shift with the field engineers frequently having to
work seven days a week installing them.
The less wide 2.35 to 1 format would only slightly ease the problem of fitting
big wide pictures into small proscenium arches but not sufficiently enough to allow
sizes with height that would impress the patrons. A few exhibitors accepted that they
had no other option than to widen the proscenium arch or erect the screen frame in
front of the existing one and lose a few seats in the process. As if to confirm rumours
coming from the US, and confuse exhibitors still more, RKO introduced Superscope,
a process with anamorphic prints with the same squeeze ratio as CinemaScope but
with a different aspect ratio of 2 to l. This was achieved by using a frame made square
by wasting film information area with black emulsion edge masking. Few exhibitors
took the process all that seriously anyway and because it could be projected through
the CinemaScope aperture plates not many bothered with extra plates and instead
simply closed in the side screen masking slightly.
By the time VistaVision reduction prints became available most cinemas had
already modified their former 1.33 to 1 screen to one or the other of the recommended
wide picture formats of 1.66 to 1, 1.75 to 1 or 1.85 to 1. It was said that VistaVision
could be projected in any aspect ratio up to the advised shape of 2 to l, a format
that would require yet another pair of aperture plates and, to fully exploit the high
definition of the new prints, a new range of superior spherical lenses designed and
made by the Rank Organisation became available. One reason for this was possibly
the Rank Organisation’s preference for VistaVision and they therefore ordered six
horizontal, eight perforation per frame projectors to be prototyped by the factory, an
investment which backfired and in the end lead to the closure of the plant and the last
British made Kalee projectors. (At about the same time the Rank Organisation was
intent on diversification and the projector factory began manufacture of the first tea
machines producing fresh tea. Named the Teamatic, among the machinery was a roll
filter system which at first glance looked like part of a GK21 projector!)
Without the expensive sound part of the CinemaScope package most smaller
independent exhibitors could now afford the screens and lenses to project what many
thought was the major presentation part of the process anyway, the wide bright
picture. More than a few, however, still had normal or cropped wide pictures which
were already as wide as their proscenium opening would allow and with no additional
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width and even less height it was unlikely that the patrons would think that the
CinemaScope picture was even as good as the normal pictures. Because of film
booking problems, however, many owners of such theatres would, in the end, only
install the process as an expedient to obtain at least some of the many quality films
now being made only in CinemaScope.
Early examples of seriously compromised CinemaScope appeared when the Rank
Organisation placed blanket orders for the optical only process in every one of their
second run cinemas, one typically being the Princess, a small hall just outside the
centre of Barnsley where the CinemaScope picture ended up the same width as their
normal 1.66 to 1 picture but only a little over half the height and area (see pictures
above).
Similar examples were evident throughout the country and could be seen at its
worse in long, corridor like halls such as the Ritz Cinema, Crossgates, Leeds where
it was decided that CinemaScope would be so bad it could only be made acceptable
if the height was increased by side cropping the picture to the same format as the
normal, seriously top and bottom cropped 2 to l wide picture. The first film booked,
and opening on installation day was Sitting Bull and by Sod’s Law was with full width
credits that was projected as ‘itting Bul’.
With such an abnormally long throw and small picture, the Ritz required backing
lenses of 9.5 inch focal length for CinemaScope, a size well outside normal stock
sizes and, being expensive, they could only be supplied to order. This long lens, when
combined with the large anamorphic lens, protruded forwards from the projector by
21 inches and could not be fitted until the machines were slid back about 15 inches, a
procedure which in turn could only be done after the cables were lengthened. Before
these cables were reconnected the projectors were so far back that it was possible to
walk between the machines and the front wall.
In later installations it became the practice with such long focus lens requirements
to half the focal length, mount the anamorphic lens back to front and then rotate
it 90 degrees such that the image was compressed vertically instead of stretched
horizontally. Any slight loss of light was compensated for by improved definition due
to the projector squeeze being 90 degrees to the camera squeeze, the aberrations no
longer then being additive.
Another out of town cinema, the Palladium, Ravensthorpe, also in Yorkshire,
could only fit their long lens assembly by sliding the machines backward but were
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prevented by floor obstacles and instead the front wall had to be cut away to make a
cavity for the lens system to operate and stow in, the port glass being mounted as a
blister on the auditorium side.
During a rush of installations in 1954/55, engineers encountered almost all types
and makes of projector then current in the UK and with the exception of the Gaumont
Eclipse, every machine in general use had a CinemaScope kit designed especially for
it. Manufactured since shortly after WW1, Eclipse mechanisms were considered by
1955 to be well and truly obsolete but while more than few were still lingering on
they were said, because of their framing system, to be unsuitable for CinemaScope
conversion.
The owner/manager of the Picturehouse, Idle, decided however that if framing was
considered to be an unnecessary function they could be modified and duly ordered
components for the purpose. This meant that should a misframe appear during a film,
it could only be taken off by stopping the projector and re-threading the film. After
the work was completed however, it was found that because of the large entrance
pupil of the anamorphic lens, framing adjustment to one perforation was actually still
possible and all that was needed was a stronger spring in the system to counter weight
the heavy lenses.
Ross GC1, 2 and 3 projectors would easily be modifed but following a number of
main frames being cracked, engineers approached them with greater care. All Kalee
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and BTH mechanisms were readily modified with the GK21 and derivatives being
easiest of all. The American made Simplex Regular projectors required an entire front
main frame casting to carry the new lens bracket, and the US designed, British made
Westar needed laborious filing to enlarge the backing lens orifice.
Keystone distortion on curved screens was a common cause for complaint and in
steep rake situations was sometimes described as the ships going uphill effect. Side
keystone distortion was rarely so bad as to be noticeable and among the few that were
was the Picturehouse Askern where the projection room was so severely off centre that
the right edge of the screen was over five feet further away from number 1 projector
than the left edge and within a throw of only just over 60 feet. In trimming the
aperture plate, the engineer filed out one side and with solder filled in the other. Actors
walking from left to right appeared to grow taller. Added to this was the inability
to focus clearly across the full screen width. This could only be improved by fitting
light losing stops within the lens tubes. It soon became clear that the ideal layout for
the process was where the screen was vertical to the seating area, the projectors level
to the centre of the screen and the auditorium and proscenium arch big enough to
accommodate the new wider CinemaScope format. Among a few such cinemas was
the Grand/Gaumont, Gainsborough which with good sight lines had an impressive
CinemaScope picture.
In the same county of Lincolnshire was the Regent Cinema, Wainfleet with a 16
feet wide CinemaScope screen that was reported in the trade press to be the smallest
in the UK and said by the screen erector to be the only one for which he had used a
chair instead of a ladder.
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Western Electric engineers of
the 1930s

W

ith a few important patents ahead
of their competitors, the finest
loudspeakers then available, and
everything made to the highest standards,
it surprised nobody that from the earliest
installations in the late 1920s and for the next
ten years, the Western Electric Company’s sound
equipment was virtually standard in many of the
largest and most prestigious cinemas in the UK.
By the mid-1930s the number of cinemas
equipped with WE systems was said to equal all of
their competitors combined and there were more
than a few cinema towns in which there was not one cinema not equipped by WE. It
soon became apparent that the industry’s respect for the company was based not only
on the quality of equipment but also on the competence of the service engineers who
were to maintain it.
They were among the most electrically knowledgeable men that could be found
and be the first service engineers to be employed in the relatively new industry of
talking pictures. All would develop pride in their company and their apparatus and
would drive any distance in any weather to rectify equipment reported as defective.
Cinema owners and managers were well aware that in every area there would always
be at least one duty engineer in immediate telephone contact during all showing times.
Within only a few years this policy would earn WE an enviable reputation for reliable
service and their engineers, the respect and gratitude of cinema owners, managers,
and projectionists alike.
Occasionally, sound managers could also be included. These were men who cued
and monitored the talkies from a bell-push-button seat in the auditorium and, in some
theatres, had been instrumentalists who had provided musical accompaniment for
the silent films. Being considered a better judge of sound than any other member of
staff, they were often recommended by WE but occasionally proved to be critical and
at odds with both the chief projectionists and the WE engineer. Later as the need for
sound monitoring became less important, many drifted into theatre management or,
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with the growing 1930s popularity of the cinema organ, became organists or organist/
relief managers. None were known to have taken up projection.
WE leased rather than sold equipment and the agreement included an allmaintenance contract that provided for an engineer to visit, inspect, clean and adjust
the system once every month. In addition, it included access to the evening and
weekend breakdown service, the telephone numbers of which were indicated for each
day in the printed monthly service schedules that were sent to every WE cinema in
the area.
The engineers were issued with Austin 7 cars, when cars were few and far between,
and they would drive every day on quiet and traffic free roads to different cinemas
in different towns. They would travel through what were still sleepy villages where
traffic problems were as yet unheard of and petrol stations were no more than shacks
dispensing petrol, sometimes from hand operated pumps, at less than 8 pence per
gallon. Engineers based in one main area could often accumulate annual mileages in
excess of 25,000 miles, the driving time for which would become a sizeable proportion
of a week’s work time. Nonetheless, most
considered it a privilege to have driven
in what they considered to be the best
years of motoring in the UK and possibly
the most interesting time in which to
become involved in the growing industry
of talking picture cinemas as well.
These day-to-day journeys could be
to a small village cinema one day and a
city high street super picture palace on
the next. On arrival they would park, if
not directly in front of a theatre, certainly
in the immediate vicinity and at no cost.
Engineers living in or near ports could
expect occasional assignments to work in
cinemas aboard ships, while those near
to ferry terminals could include routine
monthly service visits to offshore island
cinemas.
As the prevention of equipment
failure was the principle purpose of their
visit, it was to be expected that wherever
they went they were always welcome,
especially by former silent picture
projectionists whose quiet and simple
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lifestyle had been shattered by the arrival of talking pictures that used discs. Almost all
of them found the disc system fraught with problems that included film reels restricted
to a running time of no longer than 8 minutes, less than half the time of the former
silent reels, in which to effect reel changes that needed more time anyway. While many
were initially enthusiastic about sound and welcomed both the higher job status and
the promise of higher pay they were understandably anxious about a new technology of
which they, or anybody they knew, had any previous experience.
The on-going tension of the first months led to many being so nervous as to see
problems at every turn and telephone their service engineer at even the slightest hint of
a fault, real or imagined. One thing they would quickly learn was that synchronising
the picture to the sound was neither certain or easy and the first 20 or 30 seconds
after every changeover was consequently watched by most projection crews with bated
breath.
After only a few months of this stress it was hardly surprising that more than a few
previously firm teetotallers became anything but and had it not been for a convivial
atmosphere of cinemas at that time and the ever present fear of unemployment,
few would have waited for what they all knew would in the end be inevitable, the
obsolescence of sound-on-disc.
Under the circumstances, every WE engineer was experiencing call-outs, which, on
arrival, would often prove to be false alarms, or reported losses of sound were found to
be nothing more than a switch being accidentally missed in the starting up procedure.
In making allowances for such occurrences most engineers preferred to make friends
with their projectionist colleagues rather than lose them and instead of reporting the
facts, they would concoct an imaginary fault and follow it with a carefully composed
report that extolled the merits of the projection staff.
Genuine emergency calls were accepted as no more than a consequence of the work
and engineers accepted each as a useful experience that with a successful outcome, at
least had the benefit of job satisfaction and an increased knowledge of the equipment.
Unusual and unprecedented faults and their repair were reported, collated and often
eventually issued as information sheets to all engineers worldwide.
The heavy stand assembly of the WE system, the Universal Base, had originally
been designed to carry the disc reproducer and was modified to include a reproducer for
the emerging sound-on-film system. Resembling a sawn-down butcher’s bench from
which it was said to have been prototyped, it could accommodate almost every make of
projector and arc lamp then in use. It could tilt to any angle normally encountered with
its height adjustable legs, it could be aligned with almost all projection port centres.
Amplifiers, supply units, fader/changeover assemblies, motor speed control boxes, nonsynchronous reproducers and loudspeakers would complete a typical installation. In
all, the equipment varied from precise mechanical systems to fairly complex electrical
circuits and sound amplifiers that were at that time, the state of the art.
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To demonstrate their confidence in this equipment, WE included a clause in the
contract whereby they would part compensate exhibitors for box office losses incurred
by any failure. Many exhibitors perceived this as a guarantee of high maintenance
standards and an equipment reliability that was as much in WE’s interest as their own.
It could be an important factor influencing many exhibitors, big and small, to install
WE systems in their cinemas. It was not unknown for WE to accept these contracts
only on condition that their projection rooms were painted and decorated before the
installation.
The UK service department was said to have been organised by an American, Keith
Glennon, a WE administrator and engineer who was assigned to Great Britain and
Ireland in 1929 for this purpose. Being a completely new industry, he recognised that
personnel sought for the service could only be men with the nearest knowledge or some
experience of one or more of the techniques involved, electronics, electrics, precision
mechanics or optics, and with the orders growing rapidly, significant numbers were
needed – and quickly.
Among possible sources at the time were those employed in radio communication,
particularly in shipping, an industry dominated by the Marconi Company whose
shipboard officers were among the relatively few men in the UK who had both
theoretical knowledge and practical experience of both valves and audio amplifiers.
Being accustomed to working alone and with limited resources, these men were
exactly the type being sought by WE and taking advantage of current rumours that
more than a few were beginning to look for land based employment, WE officers
intercepted them at their ports on arrival.
They would offer them positions with good pay, a pension and a new car every
year, generous meal and expense allowances and a telephone, an expensive commodity
at the time. Most were fairly young and considered work in the promising future of
talking pictures was an opportunity not to be missed, especially with the gathering
economic depression at the time. In later years these men would admit that had they
had any doubts about accepting the position, they were dispelled when they heard
the full extent of the expense accounts which, in certain circumstances included ten
shillings per week bath allowance.
Applicants from other suitably related trades included those employed in the
gramophone, telephone and growing domestic radio sales and repair industries. A few
silent picture projectionists had become radio enthusiasts through the popular current
hobby of home radio construction and, by reading relevant magazines, had acquired
sufficient electronic theory to be eligible for the work.
Among aspects of the work applicants would find agreeable were working with
minimum supervision at times to suit the job rather than a 9 ‘til 5 routine and the
affable US manner of communicating with everyone in the company by their first
names. The job itself; servicing brand-new, well made equipment in five or six different,
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sometimes new, cinemas every week, could hardly be described as anything other than
interesting especially when a day’s work was often finished by watching feature films.
A few engineers were occasionally assigned to important trade show standby duties,
where they would see the latest films before release and every engineer could usually
see more films in one week than city centre projectionists would see in a month. As far
as equipment was concerned, they would in six months become acquainted with more
types and make of projector and arc lamp than most projectionists would encounter
in 20 years. Years later, a few would like to tell of seeing the world’s most powerful
cinema arcs, the massive 120 amp Hall and Connolly lamps actually in action.
On accepting the position, applicants were expected to sign a form of bond
or guarantee in which it clearly stated that they agreed never to divulge company
information of any description to any company or individual not in the employ of WE
and should the engineer invent or develop anything associated with the company’s
products, all rights to it were forfeit to the company.
On completion of this detail, they would be issued with a car, a fairly generous float,
a compartmental tool case, a multimeter test instrument, test films and a stationery
pack that included a steel backed and bound book containing circuit drawings, spare
parts lists and general company information. Known to engineers as ‘the Bible,’ it
contained virtually everything a WE field engineer required to know from how to
drive a motor car to how to solder a wire joint. Bulletin updates were issued monthly
or when needed and could include reports of everything from the newest equipment
and modifications to the latest salary and expense sales.
Other sections emphasised the importance of maintaining the company’s image by
wearing suits, appearing smart, and keeping their car, tools and equipment in a clean
and presentable condition. It advised engineers requiring over night accommodation
when on company assignments to stay in only the best hotels within the expense
allowance. The car doors carried the ‘winged’ WE logo over which engineers were
known to occasionally tape sheets of cardboard when driving in their own time.
Sometimes for the same purpose, they would acquire a pair of new interchangeable
doors.
To avoid confusion and to standardise practice worldwide, WE adopted a policy of
using only US technical nomenclature and standards. All US imported and UK made
equipment would use only the American 110 volt standard for which a projection
set in the UK required a substantial step-down transformer. At WE’s insistence, the
safety factor for this would be several 100 per cent above the maximum rating that
the equipment would ever need and be a typical example of the company’s policy of
achieving reliability by over engineering.
In factory testing, even the insulation of their 8-volt exciter lamp supply units was
checked by subjecting them to voltages as high as 1000 volts. 15-inch bass loudspeaker
units, known in WE technical jargon as ‘Loud Speaking Telephones,’ were mains
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energised and so heavy as to be fitted with two handles, one for each of the two men
carrying them. Multi-cellular high frequency horn partitioning was deadened, not
with sand or cork granules, but with lead shot. High frequency tweeter units were
among the most vulnerable parts of the system and to provide a convenient and
readily accessible spare, the projection room monitor speaker employed the same
unit.
All circuit diagrams, workshop manuals and literature would also used US
technical terms. Valves would be called ‘tubes,’ flex became ‘cordage’ and earthing
was known as ‘grounding,’ and so on. A major difference from British electrical
practice at the time was the provision of a fuse in the main projector and sound earth
wire. Projectionists reporting hums, sound interference or radio breakthrough were
expected to check this before alerting their service engineer.
The policy also included the practice of using only those UK Bank Holidays that
coincided with those in the US, Boxing Day and all others being ignored. The policy
was generally accepted by the engineers as a matter of no great inconvenience and was
usually modified or muddled around to meet the circumstances anyway.
Working to the monthly assignment sheets, it became custom in the work pattern
for engineers to arrive at the scheduled cinema at about 10am and upon parking the
car, take from their stationery pack a stiff postcard size board. With a loop-cord it
was suspended from the rear-view mirror to display the notice that ‘The Western
Electric Engineer is in this Cinema.’ A second card to be placed on the cinema’s office
telephone, was to alert staff that ‘The Western Electric Engineer is in this Theatre.’
After talks with the chief projectionist concerning the equipment’s performance
over the past month, the engineer would proceed with the inspection and service
routine until about 12.30pm when, if there were no problems, it was custom to take
a lunch break. The afternoon would be spent running a few reels on each projector
or, if there was a matinee, watching an hour or so of the programme. Service reports
and any other paperwork would be completed before departing shortly after 4pm.
Despite it surviving well into the 1930s, the sound-on-disc system was considered
by many acquainted with it to be halfway obsolete even before it became established
and there were few, if any, that regretted its final demise.
Its cast-iron turntable, up to 4 inches thick in places and nearly 18 inches in
diameter, rotated at 33 rpm and played from the centre outwards. A green baize or
similar material was used as the surface on which the weighted but not positively fixed
smooth-backed record was expected not to slip. The weight, an inverted mushroomshaped lump of cast iron, about the size of a large teacup, was fitted over the 5/16
inch central spigot and seated itself within the boundaries of the circular record label.
Problems with synchronism were attributed to a number of causes, not least being the
less than careful positioning of the needle on the ‘X’ marked start point. Although
this could result in sync being lost by only a syllable or two, it would be enough for
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the sound manager to enter it in his log which in those theatres paying a trouble free
show bonus, lost the projectionists theirs for that day.
The fault could only be corrected by stopping the projector and starting all over again,
a tedious and time-consuming procedure that would disturb advertised programme
times and be a process generally considered not worth the effort. Projectionists would
usually accept the situation and continue to the reel’s end without any further attempt
to correct it.
Half a sentence or more out of sync was considered too intolerable and it became the
custom of many projectionists to fade out the now un-synchronised disc and instead
fade in suitable music from the non-sync record player. A film-break would leave the
projectionists no alternative other than to shut down, re-thread and adopt the same
procedure. Repairing the damaged reel required every missing or damaged frame to
be carefully substituted with black film and as each repair used film cement and at
least two lap splices, many chief projectionists would trust nobody but themselves to
complete the repair.
Serious loss of sync due to vibration from passing traffic or slamming doors, and so
on, causing the needle to jump the tracks encouraged more than a few projectionists
with more hope than judgement to attempt correction by lifting and repositioning
the tone arm. Despite what appeared to be hit or miss, more than a few were so often
successful that it could only be explained as a curious skill rather than good luck. In
theatres where this tended to be a not uncommon occurrence, it became the custom
of many projectionists to resort to increasing the tone-arm’s weight by laying coins
along its length.
Almost every projectionist who had experience of the disc system invariably came to
the early conclusion that the system was fundamentally impractical and sooner or later
its obsolescence was inevitable. Nevertheless, to their general dismay it continued for
longer than they anticipated and became redundant not only because of the simplicity
of the sound-on-film system but also because it had reached the point when, unlike
sound-on-film, no further improvement was possible.
Once the industry accepted the fact that the disc system was well and truly
redundant, WE ordered their engineers to uncouple the gear boxes and leave the
turntable tops to serve as nothing more that shelves for tools and oil cans, carbons
and so on. They would however, continue to maintain the assemblies in a state of
readiness for many more years and then only remove them when asked to by theatre
management. Odd discarded needles from the system could still be found in cracks
and crevices on the assemblies and throughout the projection room well into the 1960s.
A shortage of non-ferrous metals during the late 1940s and early 1950s resulted
in surviving turntable gearboxes being surreptitiously plundered in order to extract
a large bronze crown wheel for which scrap merchants would pay up to £3/10/0, an
amount that was considered to be a significant sum at the time.
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Centre disc weights could occasionally still be seen laying around in cinemas as
late as the 1970s serving as paper weights, door props and occasionally as hemmers;
objects that even senior members of staff often no longer knew for what purpose they
had originally been made.
After a few years of repetition servicing and repairing the same equipment,
engineers had become so familiar with the circuits and assemblies that they had often
become intuitive to the point of recognising projection room sounds different from
normal. Using a screwdriver as a stethoscope, they could detect defective or well-worn
bearings, and so on, order and fit replacements before failure occurred. Using a short
length of wire to bridge earth points and amplifier components, they could often
quickly locate the source of hums, radio breakthrough and other difficult forms of
interference.
In any one week, they could encounter mechanical failures on one day, switchgear
and wiring replacement on the next and the tracing and repair of faults on a third.
In breakdown situations, they would often need to be resourceful in such ways as
bridging a failed valve stage in an amplifier or temporarily substituting a failed exciter
lamp supply unit with their car battery.
Projectionists in many areas could tell of engineers who, on attending a breakdown,
would go unerringly to the source of an illusive or intermittent sound fault, repair it
and then explain their actions as intuition based on their having long ago committed
the circuit drawings to their memory.
Odd occasions, when two or more engineers were assigned to major operation,
included incidents such as nitrate film fire of several thousand feet in which serious
contamination and damage to the company’s equipment had occurred and all hands
were needed to effect the necessary repairs. Every effort would be made to remove the
yellow greasy substance that had been deposited wherever the flames had touched, and
if not removed quickly it could give off a disagreeable smell for many years to come.
As they carried tools, engineers were occasionally asked by projectionists for help
in servicing and repairing anything from battery chargers to projectors, an activity
that would widen many engineers knowledge and lead some to establish themselves
as repair specialists and a source of supply for everything from carbons to complete
equipments!
Before the arrival of talking pictures, the Western Electric Company was virtually
unknown to the UK general public, but with the coming of the talkies, by accident
or design, the name, ‘winged’ logo and a Voice of Action caption became familiar
to many people. Newspaper and magazine articles on the talking picture equipment
itself were almost always accompanied by photographs of recognisably WE Universal
Base systems.
More discerning patrons were known to take note that the logo invariably appeared
on the more prestigious films of the period and that it was often displayed on expensive
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notices in the foyers of the foremost cinemas. Within the industry itself it was not
uncommon to see projectionists wearing the loyalty lapel badges issued by WE.
With the total obsolescence of sound-on-disc by the mid 1930s, WE introduced a
simplified sound-on-film soundhead that with only four bolts could be mounted onto
almost any projector pedestal then in use. Known as the 206 or 3A, it was partially
aimed at those exhibitors who had installed non-WE equipment that had proved to
be less than satisfactory. Made in England using synchronous motors, compliant rope
belts and a large flywheel, it was robust, reliable and mechanically quiet and could still
be found in perfect working order over 50 years later.
In the late 1930s the company would introduce the Mirrorphonic system which
included the greatly admired TA7400 soundhead, the last from the US before the
outbreak of WW2. Carefully designed and quality engineered, it would be the first
of the company’s soundheads to use fluid flywheel film smoothing and projected
image scanning and, anticipating future developments, it could easily be modified for
stereophonic sound.
While Mirrorphonic tended to confirm that WE still had a lead over their
competitors, by the late 1930s it was becoming apparent that the gap was narrowing
and differences, if any, in sound quality between the systems was perceptible to only
the more discerning patrons.
Other changing factors included the competition of the main manufacturers, RCA,
BTH, and BAF which, by the late 1930s, and taken in combination, was becoming
so great as to be the first really serious competition WE had encountered since their
arrival in the UK. In addition, not only were these companies gaining ground, all had
established excellent service departments, not unlike that of WE and whose coverage
was increasing with every installation. In a period of high UK unemployment and
unlike WE, they were able to press the point that their equipment was made in Great
Britain.
On top of all this was the fact that all three companies were involved in an emerging
trend of becoming linked in one way or another with one of the large cinema circuits.
An Odeon subsidiary company was the national agent for the highly respected BTH
projection and sound equipment whose UK installation numbers were said to be
second only to WE. Every new Odeon cinema, of which there were at the time more
than a few being built, would install BTH systems as a matter of policy and which
would then serve to influence many independents to install similar systems in their
own cinemas.
The large ABC circuit became associated with two companies; Ross, who made
everything except the sound equipment, and RCA, the internationally-known US
manufacturer of radio and sound equipment. The combination would become
standard in most ABC cinemas and would replace still running and relatively under
used WE equipment in several ABC key theatres. Many independent cinemas also
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installed the systems for reasons that included the fact that the Ross projector was
the only British made machine to use US adaptor gear standards and was therefore
interchangeable with the cinemas’ former US made Simplex projectors.
British Acoustic Films, the sound division of GB Equipments Ltd, and a subsidiary
of Gaumont British Cinemas, had increased their share of the market by the improving
quality of the equipment and the introduction of the Duosonic system. This would,
in the next few years, replace WE in most Gaumont British cinemas and together
with their acquisition of the defunct British Talking Pictures Company’s service
department, would result in their becoming an organisation of significant size. The
BAF sound recording system was also recognised as being equal in quality to either
RCA or WE and had been used for most of the more important GB films of the 1930s
and early 1940s.
With many cinemas still being built and equipped throughout the 1930s, the
number with WE apparatus remained more or less the same but by now, their share of
the whole was becoming less, year by year.
Despite the trend, the respect and high regard the industry had for the company
and their engineers remained as high as ever and, if anything tended to increase up
to, throughout and for thirty years or so beyond WW2. By this time, many of the
original engineers and the ex-Marconi men were already approaching retirement age
anyway and within the next ten years almost all of them, together with many of the
ageing cinemas they had serviced had gone.
Known in every cinema in the UK as the Western or the Western Electric Man,
they had earned the respect and friendship of projectionists everywhere and at least
had experienced what are now considered by many to have been the best of cinema
exhibition in the UK. Many of them would also say they had been lucky to have seen
the earliest days of talking pictures while, at the same time, experiencing the unique
atmosphere of 1930s cinemas. Most had seen the building of super picture palaces that
seated hundreds of patrons and whose box offices on many a good day could gross
almost the cost of the projectors. Signs displayed front of house and never seen today
often read ‘House Full’.
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Galaxy cinema, Stornoway,
Isle of Lewis

S

tornoway lost its Playhouse cinema
after the management had booked
and shown Jesus Christ Superstar,
a film which offended the influential
religious hierarchy that were still active on
the island at that time. By the same rules,
an established Sunday opening ban had not
helped the cinema’s already declining box
office takings and the prohibition of Sunday
ferries had probably led to increasing film
transport costs as well. Anyway, with the loss
of their Cinematograph License the cinema
closed and despite some ineffective protests,
the island was left without the means of exhibiting the latest films.
The nearby Seaforth Hotel, however, had a large function room in which bingo, cabaret
and other live entertainment was performed and for conferences, lectures and occasional
16mm films, the stage was already equipped with a large roller screen. The hotel management
considered that a cinema, to be called the Galaxy, could be a viable addition to this already
established entertainment venue and they therefore sought technical advice from Rank
Audio-Visual. In describing the facility, they explained that the projection room would be
space shared within their present lighting and sound control room and the projectionist,
their resident electrician. Without a survey and with only what they had been told, RAV
recommended a Cinemeccanica Victoria 5 projector in its 3000 metre configuration, an
equipment which could run for up to two hours without stops and with its two spools
mounted on the base, it would occupy a rectangle of floor less in area than one square metre.
With a maximum height of about two metres and with a small 1KW xenon lamphouse,
it was probably the most compact assembly
then available and as the engineer was to
discover, fortunate that it was.
Additional equipment included five
spools, the rectifier, a powered rewinder and
an amplifier from which the output signal
was fed into the auditorium’s speakers via the
room’s PA system.
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With the equipment ordered, ready and
waiting at RAV Brentford, the engineer was
alerted with instructions to drive there on a
specified Monday, park his car and collect the
loaded van for the drive to Stornoway where,
after an ‘on the job’ stay in the Seaforth Hotel
while installing the equipment, he was to
return to Brentford ASAP. With his home
to RAV return journey added, the journey
would be about 1500 miles and travel time,
including two, three hour sea crossings but
not counting two overnight stops, about
40 hours, significantly longer than the
installation itself would take. The journey
would be almost the length of both England
and Scotland and once north of the Forth
would include some of the most spectacular
scenery in the UK. On disembarking from
the ferry at Stornoway however, the distance
driven on the island itself amounted to no
more than two miles.
On arrival, the engineer found that the
layout differed from the description given
him as while there was space for the projector
there was hardly enough room for the
projectionist. This could only be overcome by
siteing the projector hard against the left wall,
a position in which servicing was no longer
possible without using extra long cables and
sliding the machine over for access.
An alcove provided just about enough
space for the rectifier but for the rewinder, with
its large in-line spools, no suitable position
could be found and after an unsuccessful
search for a place outside the projection room
it was finally decided to mount the driven
rewinder head on the rectifier top and the tail
end on the floor.
Willing and helpful labour had been
provided by the hotel electrician and staff
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but not without a few hints that the set must
be up and running by Friday AM as there
was a prohibition of alcohol on Sundays
and the locals custom was to make up for
it by indulging on Fridays. In other words,
this meant the engineer may miss the
Saturday ferry and as there were no sailings
on Sundays, he would lose another day by
having to cross on Monday. In the end, the
matter was resolved over a couple of beers and
a promise of more if all hands were to pull
their weight.
Following an early start, all systems were
go by mid Friday morning and the engineer
packed his tools ready for the return journey.
Once on the mainland and with a feeling
of complacency and a job well done, he
reached a point about forty miles north of
Edinburgh when the van’s alternator failed
and while it was late, dark, and a Saturday
night, it was not entirely in the middle of the
wilderness. A hotel and small but efficient
garage were soon found and with repairs
completed the journey was continued until
arrival in Brentford.
The operation had taken eight days
whereas anywhere else on the mainland
would probably have been completed within
three days or so.
Despite the cinema being in every way
satisfactory it staggered on for only a few
more months, mounting costs of film rental
and transport together with the effects of
TV etc finally leading to its closure. The
projector, however, continued in service in
a Bradford theatre for some time afterwards
and the screen, shipped to a former Quaker
Meeting House and arts centre in Helmsley,
Yorkshire, also remained in use.
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Projection faults
Tudor, Dewsbury

O

ccurring in the mid 1950s, the Tudor Cinema, Dewsbury reported the failure
of one of their Kalee No. 12 projectors, a machine so reliable that up to that
day the service company’s emergency spare projector had never left the depot.
On arrival, the engineer established that the machine had seized solid and had
caused damage to the Western Electric Universal Base gearing and drive shafting
which required the services of that company’s engineer. With the mechanism’s rear
cover removed it was clear that the seizure had occurred in the intermittent unit and
on removing this and its top mesh filter the cam could be seen locked to the Maltese
cross. The cam shaft fly wheel could not be turned by hand in the drive direction, but
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with considerable effort it became possible to slowly rotate it the opposite way and in
doing so expose what had locked the cam. This was removed with a matchstick and
proved to be a flake of white gloss paint.
The only clue as to how this had entered the unit was the chief projectionist
informing the engineer he had drained and replaced the projector sump oil on the
previous day and it was his custom when doing this to flush the mechanism with
Thawpit, a proprietary carbon tetrachloride cleaner. An examination of the oil in its
container proved it to be clean, but not so in the case of the flushing cleaner. Flakes
of white paint were clearly seen and it was explained that this must have been because
the staff had cleaned a wall on which there was peeling paint.
Further tests with some of the offending pieces of paint revealed that when it was
immersed in the oil it began to soften and curl into small tubes narrow enough to
pass through the intermittent unit mesh filter. The distance between the cam and
Maltese cross quadrants are the closest of all tolerances on Kalee projectors and even
the thickness of cigarette paper would be sufficient to lock the movement.
After re-assembling the machine it was found to run quietly with steady picture
and did not show signs of any damage.
In the Yorkshire service area it would be more than ten years before another Kalee
12 was reported to have failed and when examined it was found to have been caused
by oil negligence.
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Cecil, Hull

T

he Cecil Cinema, Hull was one of the first super cinemas to be built in the
UK after WWII, the Cecil was the foremost cinema in Hull and with 70mm
Victoria projectors, the best equipped.
Modified and twinned during the 1970s, two smaller auditoria were side by side
and used a common projection room now equipped with a spool-tower for each
projector. With the machines separated by the wide projection room, one Victoria
10 worked for number 1 theatre and the other for number 2. The arc rectifiers had
formerly powered the high wattage lamps needed for 70mm projection but were now
accommodated under the projection room and had no need to work at more than half
their available current ratings.
The fault reported was that while the cooling fan was running the Xenon lamp
would not strike and on arrival the engineer quickly established that the main
contactors were inoperative due to the series connected air actuated micro-switch not

The Cecil, Hull in 1982
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operating because of serious dust clogging of the airways. In fact, after cleaning, this
dust half filled a two gallon bucket and was obviously the product of bad maintenance,
no service ever being carried out since new, on the units. This explained the failure but
it also needed to be explained why the severely restricted airflow the rectifiers had not
over-heated and tripped the fitted thermal cut-out devices. The obvious answer was
that as it was seriously underworked it was hardly likely to overheat
A fault that could be described as the opposite to the Cecil Cinema incident
involved what was said to be the first easily transportable 16mm Xenon projector, the
Eiki EX1500, the owner of which complained that when projecting a feature film the
lamp would extinguish after running for about an hour. It was soon determined that
in that time the transformer coils and chokes had become so warm as to become more
resistive, the voltage therefore falling until finally it was no longer high enough to
maintain bulb ignition. Placing an external fan against the air intake grill completely
eliminated the fault and confirmed the engineer’s opinion that the manufacturer had
compromised the cooling in favour of easy transportability.
Photos Jim Schultz.

The Eiki EX1500 16mm projector.
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Town Hall cinema, Market Rasen

T

he Town Hall Cinema, Market Rasen was converted from the old town hall.
In 1952 the cinema was one of the very few to install Imperial of Leicester’s
post WW2 DS2 sound heads, DS meaning double sprocket and 2, their sound
head, their first being the well respected pull-through unit which had been used in
many smaller halls including ENSA Cinemas throughout the war years.
The sound heads performed reasonably well until interference and crackles began
to be noticed in quiet scenes and in the following weeks became louder, more frequent
and finally audible in dialogue and action sequences. On alerting the service company,
an engineer journeyed to the cinema and quickly established that the fault was caused
by the reproducing drum being sporadically above earth, possibly because it was
floating on its bearings oil and therefore not being electronically continuous to the
earthed projector stand.
With a piece of copper, the engineer made a simple brush and fixed it to earth the
shaft at the point of least friction,
on the turner’s centre dimple.
The DS2 drum and shaft
differed from any other sound
head as the fly wheel was solid,
heavy
and
friction-driven
through the three ball-races to
near film speed. These races,
each one within another and
lubricated could not possibly
earth the drum which housed
and screened the highly sensitive
photo-cell all the time as
sporadically it would be floating
on insulation, the oil.
Were it not for an earthing
brush and obsolescence of high
impedance photo-cells, several
modern sound heads would
almost certainly carry the same
fault.
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BTH SUPA focus problems

T

he photograph was taken at the Odeon, Halifax in 1962 on the last evening of
the SUPA projectors service in this theatre with the replacement GK21s assembled
behind and ready to replace them. They would be skipped and scrapped the next day.
In 1946 it was rumoured around Rugby and Coventry that the new BTH projector
assembly was ready for sale and that the former radar engineers, diverted from war work
had assisted in the design of what would be a unique and innovated design. Although still to
be used in the usual pairs each or together they would be known as Single Unit Projection
Assemblies – SUPAs and they would later be installed in almost every Odeon cinema in the
UK, including a three machine configuration in the prestigious Odeon, Leicester Square,
London. A couple of years later they were chosen as the Kinema of the Future exhibit in the
1951 Festival of Britain where they would project the first stereoscopic colour films in the
UK. Within the next three years they would also be the first projectors in Britain to project
CinemaScope to a paying audience.
By this time however, there were already rumours circulating within the trade that all
was not well with the SUPAs and their teething troubles included a serious focusing problem
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which was described by some projectionists curiously as a picture that was both in and out of
focus at the same time.
Within this period of emerging larger and wider screens, smaller frame apertures and
CinemaScope etc, the need for higher arc currents and more powerful arclamps began
to accentuate the SUPA’s focus problems. Eventually, Rank Theatre Divisions highly
experienced chief engineer, Bob Pullman ordered a SUPA equipped theatre to be set up
for a series of intensive tests. A large auditorium, the Odeon, Blackpool was chosen and for
comparison purposes, a GK21 assembly with powerful Mole Richardson arclamp was also
erected in the projection room.
High arc currents had little effect on the GK21’s screen focus but amperages around 70
amps in the SUPA resulted in the unusual out of focus effect that had been so difficult to
describe. After multiple tests with differing subject material from bright coloured films to
dark black and white photography it became apparent that the fault became worse the darker
the scene. After more tests the conclusion reached was that as each frame appeared at the
aperture it was in the first split second in focus, but the film instantly absorbed radiant heat in
proportion to the shadow area and, due to the curved gate, ‘popped’ like an oil can to appear
screenwise as a clear picture with a blurred halated image around it which would explain the
description of the picture being both in and out of focus at the same time.
The outcome of the tests would finally result in SUPAs being phased out of all Odeon
cinemas and replaced by GK21 equipment more than a few of which had been removed from
closed down second run Gaumont British cinemas that had been early victims of television.
Together with other factors, the loss of the Odeons and winding up of their sales agency
would finally result in the BTH company withdrawing from projector manufacture and
agreeing later to their highly respected service organisation being absorbed into the Westrex
company.
With possibly not a single pair of SUPAs now in commercial cinema service they can
only be seen in collections such as the Science Museum or the PPT, one of whose specimens
probably says it all in having long ago its curved gate discarded and replaced with a straight
one from a decades old BTH KB projector.
Jack Smith wrote in response to this article:
With regard to the SUPA, and the recent article in Rewind 118, in and out of focus and
the curved gate (Projection Faults, by Jim Schultz). My own theory is that the flexible steel
pressure strips, being situated on the arc lamp side of the gate, were reacting to heat in the
same way as the bi-metal strip contacts of the arc feed control.
This may seem far-fetched, but only a slightest difference of temperature due to carbon
gap variation magnified by the projector lens to cause the in and out of focus effect. I wonder
if Billy Bell or Bob Pullman gave thought to this theory? When you consider this theory, the
Cinemeccanica Victoria 8 has a curved gate, but it had a solid machined back plate to the
gate in the traditional manner – and I never saw or heard of in and out of focus as had been
experienced in the BTH SUPA.
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Rex, Ellend

T

he Rex Cinema, Elland, West Yorkshire, which had converted to bingo in 1964,
had a brief return to films in 1975 when its proprietors, C Bartle (Crosshills)
Limited, acquired the town’s other bingo hall, the Palladium. As the previous
projection equipment, Westar/Westrex had been removed to a cinema in Lincolnshire, it
was necessary to transfer the set from another Bartle property, the former Rex in Dewsbury.
The ageing equipment consisted of a pair of BTH pedestals and soundheads on top
of which were mounted Kalee 11 projectors and BTH xenon lamphouses. Having been
run for many years and having been second or even third hand to start with, it was hardly
surprising that one evening the sound-head to picture-head adaptor gearing failed leaving
the cinema to complete the show on one machine.
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With no immediately available spares for what was a relatively old and rare combination
of equipment, the attending engineer could offer only to find a local workshop with the
facility to cut a replacement gear. As the other machine’s gear was also worn it was decided
that three gears should be ordered together as they would then cost less than the price of
two and leave them with a spare for future eventualities. Anything to do with projection
engineering is, however, invariably accompanied by some manifestation of ‘Sod’s Law’
– and this place was no exception! It just so happened that the gear maker, the only one
that could be found, had received an order from a washing machine company for several
hundred gears and he had all of a sudden lost interest in one-offs. However, he promised to
have them ready in three weeks time and in the meantime, the theatre could either run on
one machine with a threading interruption every twenty minutes or close down completely
until the repairs were effected!
With a ‘show must go on’ attitude and several 5,000 feet spools at his disposal, the
engineer proposed a third option, which was that the projectors could be temporarily
modified to accept spools of this size and therefore have the ability to play for an acceptable
55 minutes between lacing intermissions. This was quickly set up and, once running, it was
found that with about half an inch of film carefully loaded over the top of the spool cheeks
they could extend the playing time to over an hour and therefore need no more than one
intermission about half way through the average length feature films.
The conversion was strictly effected by removing both spool boxes from their axle
carrying spider castings and then re-mounting the spiders on the projector with packing
pieces and long bolts and with a new leather belt to provide take-up drive, the job was
nearly complete. Two plastic rollers, deeply flanged, replaced the firetraps, and as the spool
axles were of the type without turn over toggles the ends were drilled to allow bent wire
clips made from coat hangers to slip in and secure the spools. The rewinder was simply
raised on wooden blocks and sloped backwards to prevent the heavy spools sliding off.
When the average complete programme was being accommodated on three spools
with two threading intermissions some grumbles were anticipated but fortunately none
were voiced and the increased confectionary sales seemed to indicate that commercial
television had by this time conditioned audiences to accept interruptions as normal.
Another flicker of ‘Sod’s Law’ was that the breakdown period covered a re-issue of The
Sound of Music and although against the terms of the booking contract, the cinema would
probably be the only one in the UK to have the distinction of showing the film with two
intermissions.
Spare parts were eventually obtained and the Rex returned to two projector operation
until the cinema closed in August 1977. The much travelled projection equipment then
found it’s way to the Hollywood Plaza, Scarborough.
The Rex was re-opened as a cinema again in October 1988 and its empty projection
room was equipped with a Kalee 20, a GK 83 sound-head and a Westrex tower, which have
performed faultlessly for 19 years to date.
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Ibaden, Nigeria

T

he equipment suppliers told the engineer that it was to be a ‘nice little trip’ and
an ‘easy job’ installing a basic pair of Cinemeccanica Victoria 5 projectors in
a cinema in Nigeria and he would almost certainly ‘be back home in four or
five days.’
The first nasty incident occurred when the visa application resulted in the engineer’s
passport being ‘lost’ in the Nigerian Embassy and after the tedious process of obtaining
a new one he set off with a slight sense of foreboding for West Africa.
After a long flight and a 100-mile – not without incidents – road journey, the
engineer, armed with a week’s supply of anti-malararia tablets, arrived at a cinema
being built in a new hotel complex in the city of Ibaden. On entering the projection
room he was immediately disturbed to see that the floor level was the same as the
auditorium and had not been raised for the projectors. Compounding the glaring
mistake was the fact that the port holes were already installed and nicely glazed but
their centres would be just about level with the necks of patrons sat in the back row!
On being informed of the situation, the architect became concerned that if the
floor was raised there was the possibility that the roof would then be too low. He
asked the engineer to calculate the lowest tolerable level and on the front wall then
drew a reference line. He said the builders would then erect a rubble-filled breeze
block platform with suitable access steps, fill in the port holes and then cut new ones
to the engineer’s specification. On asking how long this lot would take the engineer
was told that if there were not too many power cuts, about two more days. This would
be the first time the engineer had thought or heard of such things as power cuts but
within the next 24 hours it became clear to him that at that time it was a way of life
for the place, and for which there was no quick fix. Power tools and soldering iron use
was simply adjusted to the times between cuts and with passable lighting provided by
butane gas lanterns it left only the discomfort caused by absence of air conditioning
as the main complaint.
With the looming possibility that the four day job could easily turn into a four
week operation, all measurements were taken with extra care and after cross-checking
several times with many calculations the engineer finally settled for a ceiling height that
would be about three inches above the top of the top spools. At this height everything
else, including the projectionist’s headroom would be accounted for. This would raise
the floor 19 inches above the former level and with the bottom line of the screen set
two feet higher the beam would then miss all seated patrons heads. After confirming
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all parameters with a ball of string the architect ordered the floor construction to
begin. Without fuss, spirit levels or plumb-lines a group of willing and hard working
labourers, assisted by ageing women and twelve year old boys quickly set to work and
completed a dead-level platform within the promised two days!
By the third day the platform was dry and ready to receive the projectors and with
as much help as could be mustered the equipment was carefully unpacked, assembled
and about to be wired when another power cut brought all but the port hole fitting
joiners to a halt.
During this activity, carried out by gas light, the engineer questioned the foreman
as to why the men frequently stopped work, muttered amongst themselves, pointed
to flies on the freshly painted walls and then swatted them. He was then given the
delightful little gem of information that they only splattered the ones that landed head
down because they were malaria-carrying mosquitoes and if the splodge was red it
meant that the pesky varmits had recently fed.
When the full phase electrical power was finally switched on it was immediately
apparent that one phase was missing and it then became glaringly evident that the
electricians had little or no previous experience of three phase systems. They advised
the engineer to inform their superior who immediately reported to his superior and
so on until, climbing the chain of command, an official of Nigerian Electric Power
Authority (NEPA) was contacted. On his arrival he was found to be experienced and
quickly confirming the fault, had his staff start checking and correcting the wiring
layout, in the course of which they found that the single phase circuits were unevenly
divided and the three phase layout was seriously out of balance. Straightening all this
out would lose yet another day on top of which also was the increasing loss of time
incurred by even more frequent and longer power cuts. More than a few of these
cuts were said to be not due to power failure but to 18 inch lizards bashing their way
through air intake grills, running along the ducting into the fast rotating fan blades
and making a loud clanking noise as they were chopped into bits blowing the fuses in
the process!
Despite this and more than a few other interruptions, the projectors were finally
ready and aligned and with a couple of reels of a James Bond film, the picture and
sound was successfully demonstrated to the owner prince and his friends. After the
prince expressed his satisfaction the engineer, quite reasonably, anticipated leaving
for home within the next few hours, but quickly his hopes were dashed when the
prince informed him that he couldn’t leave until the screen curtains and track were
fitted. Denying all knowledge of curtains and their tracks, wiring, their decoration
and sewing or anything else to do with them, the engineer was told by the prince that
he was probably the only man for hundreds of miles around that part of Africa at that
time who had ever seen screen curtains and that in the country of the blind the one
eyed man was ‘king.’
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With no option other than to have a go, the engineer together with the chief
electrician, Mr Olojo and his gang seconded the car park and commenced assembling
the 40 feet plus track on trestles for mock-up tests with temporary wiring. After a
few failures and corrections, all systems were found to be OK and Mr Olojo and his
men in file, lifted and carried and threaded the track through the auditorium onto
the stage, hauled it up to the roof and safely secured it to the joists. Wired tested and
limit switches adjusted, Mr Olojo, whose ears the engineer thought the sun shone out
of, proudly informed the prince, who after a demonstration, expressed his complete
satisfaction. He then went on to say that on the evening of the next day he would be
delighted to have the engineer and the electricians run a full length test show, which
could double as a free inaugural film for the locals. This proved to be not quite as free
as it looked as the last reel of the tattered Bond film was deliberately omitted, the
prince explaining that having whet the audience’s appetite, they were now bound to
return, and this time pay admission.
On the following morning the welcome arrival of the car for the 100 miles or so to
Lagos Airport was blighted by the engineer not being best pleased to see that the driver
was slightly drunk which didn’t bode well for the hair raising journey that followed
and which included a flattened body every thirty miles or so and an unsuccessful but
frightening attack on the vehicle by thieving army deserters.
Despite everything, the engineer finally landed back in London 11 days after
setting out.
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Kingsway, Glenrothes

T

he Cinema was a newly built twin, the Kingsway, in Glenrothes, Fife and the
projectors, Cinemeccanica Victoria 12s, were the first in the UK to be fitted
with lens turrets.
The machines differed from previous Cinemeccanica projectors in not being made
in the form of either a cast iron or cast aluminium box which carried the film path,
gearing and so on and were instead constructed from a strong sheet steel case on one
side of which was bolted a 10mm thick aluminium panel. Film path components
were fixed on the outer side of the panel and most of the moving parts, including the
drive motor on the inside. The assembly and layout was not all that different to 35mm
portable/transportable projectors of the period.
Of the few Victoria 12s that had been installed in the UK, all had been satisfactory
in every way and until this installation, had demonstrated that this low cost method of
manufacture was entirely practical for the smaller cinemas then emerging in multiple
units. It was not the only example in the UK as it bore some resemblance to a near
contemporary, the Westar 7000, which was also known to have encountered problems
not unlike that which is about to be described.
On completion of the installation, the first picture tests revealed not the expected
single image on the screen – but two, about 6 inches apart side by side, rock steady
and in perfect focus. As they were so close together it was first thought to be caused
by a loose element in the lens but the same fault appeared when the turret was rotated
to CinemaScope. A check on the second cinema’s projector exhibited exactly the same
fault and on-going tests gave rise to the belief that it was probably caused by a drive
motor induced, but almost imperceptible vibrations on the 10mm thick panel on
which was mounted both gate and heavy lens turret.
This was later admitted to be possible by the factory management and they went on
to explain that the projectors were made and tested with a single lens holder which was
simply replaced to special order by turrets and it was never even slightly contemplated
that this could possibly lead to any kind of a problem.
Further tests demonstrated that by not fully closing the turret against its middle
of the panel stop, it was possible to project a perfect, if misaligned picture, which
at least confirmed the presence of high frequency vibration. Further confirmation
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was obtained by substituting the target film with a strand of wire trapped across the
aperture and with the lamp burning, fire shutter and dowser open, switching off
the motor and watching the two screen wire images dissolve into one another as the
projector slowed down.
It was possible to dampen some of the vibration by pressing against the panel which
indicated that a strut bolted to the panel would probably clear the problem but such
an on-site procedure would require drilling and be almost certain to invalidate the
guarantee. The final option was to inform head office who decided that the projectors
must be replaced with Victoria 5s and the 12s returned under guarantee to the factory.
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Cinema 180, Flamingo Land

U

sually called ‘Cinedome,’ or ‘Cinema 180 and sited in theme parks and
fairgrounds, they used 70mm projection to exploit audience participation
effects, especially of fast moving camera scenes. The projectors, with no 35mm
capability, were very basic, some versions not even being painted, but the arcs were
among the most powerful projection lamps used in the UK and were often burned all
day even during the warmest months of summer.
The breakdown occurred on a Friday preceding a Bank Holiday weekend and on
arrival the engineer found that lamphouse over heating had melted much of the wiring
loom insulation, destroyed the striker unit, caused the 6kw bulb to implode which,
in turn, smashed the expensive Dichroic mirror and heat filter. The lamphouse had
been reduced to a paint damaged shell and would eventually cost over £3000 before
becoming fully functional again!
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Despite the Bank Holiday, the repair was completed within three days, in the
course of which, a clue was found that indicated that dust had accumulated on the
main exhaust fan entry grating to effectively cut off most of the cooling to the bulb.
To prevent this, and switch off lamphouse supplies, an air-operated micro-switch was
fitted inside the fan ducts but these were also snarled by dust and so the heat continued
to increase until final failure.
The accumulation and compression of dust had obviously taken some time and it
later transpired that the machine had not been serviced during the previous two years,
a cost that at the time would have been only a little over £200.
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The preceding article was supplemented several issues later with the following.

H

emispherical, and basically a plastic tent, they were supported in such a way
that the interior walls were tight and smooth, screen smooth and to ensure
this some were suspended by rubber from outer steel frames while others
remained erect by pumped in air. Almost a half of the interior wall surface was screen,
about 80 degrees vertically and around 160 degrees horizontally with the remainder,
including the projection cabin, painted in matt colours. Using 70mm film and a very
short focus lens, the inherent wide angle distortions were largely corrected by the
almost equal and opposite distortions of the screen’s curvatures, a combination which
resulted in reasonably clear and realistic pictures.
Lit with xenon lamps of drive-in power, 4 or 6 kilowatts, the picture was bright
enough for most of the audience’s eyes to adapt in the time it took between entering
from daylight and the film starting. Running for about 12 minutes, the film could
be shown and rewound more times in one day than many a theatre copy was shown
in a week. If anything, the print needed at least the same care and attention given to
theatre copies but was instead mostly shown by part time inexperienced staff who
knew little if anything of print care. Were it not for the use of Mylar film stock it was
unlikely that a print would last more than a few weeks let alone a full season and even
as it was, accumulating damage, scratches, oil contamination and dust blemishes etc,
were such that most prints had run their life span by the season’s end.
Located in fairgrounds, theme parks and on piers etc, they exploited the audience
participation effects of the large screen systems, Cinerama and Todd AO but with
the difference that despite the unbalancing and dizzying effect on the audience, no
seats were provided. Usually, there was nothing more than a single barrier rail and the
floor mounted loudspeakers between the audience and the screen. To minimise the
possibility of minor injuries from falls etc, the often earthen floor was occasionally
covered by heavy carpeting.
Loud sound, rather than quality, was said to enhance the so called thrill factor
and was usually of machines, revving engines, screeching tyres and similar and was
invariably played at or near maximum volume. Being well audible outside the tent, it
was its own advertisement. The wrap around, large screen pictures were almost always
photographed with wide angle lenses from the front of fast moving vehicles such as
roller-coasters, runaway cars etc.
Later versions added seating and occasionally with synchronised rocking and rolling
of them by computer controlled hydraulics. 3D versions included anamorphed stereo
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pairs on 70mm film projected through a beam splitter while other systems reverted to
35mm film using VistaVision like frame sizes and running horizontally at 48 frames
per second, 360 feet per minute, or four times faster than standard theatre film.
Delivered by road, the Italian made Cinema 180 outfit in Flamingoland, Yorkshire
was accompanied by the none English speaking agent and supplier. On arrival it was
found that the projector, a basic Cinemeccanica Victoria 8, had been torn from its
mountings during the journey and in falling had caused, among other damage, the
severing of several cables. Even with the supplementary bracket seen in red under the
arc, the assembly was not entirely secure and was a factor leading to the machine’s
collapse. Despite it being a weekend, the supplier realised that in order to be paid the
set needed repairing and for this he needed the services of a projector engineer based
about fifty miles away.
The engineer agreed to attend on the understanding that his time and mileage
would be paid in sterling and not by cheque or Italian Lira, a situation not made easier
by the weekend absence of banking and the agents inability to speak English etc. In
the end, the problem was overcome by a nearby Italian restaurant owner who not only
cashed his fellow country man’s cheque but also served as a much needed interpreter.
Once up and running, the theme park management was advised to have the
equipment serviced at least once each year and xenon lamps be replaced only by
engineers or projectionists aware of the danger and qualified to do so. Satisfactory
for a couple years, the practice was slowly forgotten until a day came when the lamp
imploded with considerable violence, fortunately between shows and without staff
present. The cause was found to be failure of a fan motor combined with a microswitch jammed into the on position by accumulations of dust in the main cooling duct.
Snarled in this ON position, it allowed all associated circuits to continue functioning,
the rectifier, the striker unit, and the lamp itself, even though there was now no airflow.
The lady projectionist had noticed the increasing heat but not knowing this was
abnormal continued in their usual way which included not switching off the lamp
between shows. Such was the heat within the lamphouse that plastic cable insulation
caught fire baring the cables which then shorted with the blast as the bulb imploded,
finally to open the fuses and shut down the system. Shattered bulb and mirror remnants,
together with burnt and shredded plastic littered every comer of the lamphouse and
made the clean-up alone a major operation.
For all the engineer’s experience of many breakdowns in many cinemas, this was by
far the most expensive repair he had ever encountered or even heard of. A replacement
lamp, a dichroic mirror, a complete ignitor assembly, two fans, many metres of cable,
the engineers time and, before completion, much mileage. In the end, a total of just
under £3,500 and that did not include repairs to the damaged paint finish of the
lamphouse, both interior and exterior.
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Serious faults?

D

escribed as serious by exhibitors at the time, they proved to be anything but and
may be of interest due to the actual repair time in proportion to travel time.
In the first case, the theatre owner’s information was not enough for the
engineer to form an opinion, had it been more explicit, a few simple instructions over the
‘phone would probably be all that their chief projectionist and an electrician would have
needed to correct the problem themselves.
The management of the theatre with the second fault preferred the option of paying for
an engineer’s time and 400 miles travel expenses rather than accept instructions over the
‘phone on how to do it themselves. The faults were:
Classic Cinema, Cork
Since the Peerless Magnarc arclamps were first installed, the proprietor of the cinema
had been less than satisfied with his under lit picture and finally ‘phoned Rank in London
to ask for an engineer to attend.
With the information given, the engineer assumed that the fault was anywhere but in
the lamps themselves as other than a case of the wrong mirrors being fitted, he, and every
projectionist he had ever met, had never before heard of a single complaint against them.
Armed with suitable tools, he drove to the airport, and after taking a late afternoon flight,
he arrived at the theatre in time to see the last reel on each projector and upon entering the
projection room, and even before opening his tool kit, he had already noticed that the lamps
were vertically out of alignment with the lenses. On informing the owner that the fault
would be rectified in under an hour, he received the reply that ‘as only a miracle could fix it,’
he would ‘believe it when he saw it!’
After shortening the lamp support pillars by about 20mm, the optical centres were
aligned and the lamps struck to start focus and mirror adjustments. The improvement was
immediately apparent, and as the light became brighter with each adjustment, a point was
reached when the owner called for a halt! He said that any more light and he could expect
his patrons to start asking for sunglasses!
The lamps had originally been fitted by an electrician who was competent in every
way, but with no experience of projector optics or the knowledge that the support pillars
supplied were [deliberately] over-sized for customising to the lamp/ projector combination.
He was pleased to learn later that of all types, Peerless Magnarcs were the only lamps to
carry their own optical centring tool in the form of a detachable transmission rod that drove
the negative carbon feed.
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While the work time amounted to less than two hours, the journey had involved 400
car miles, a return flight to the Republic of Ireland and a one-night hotel stay that altogether
amounted to two full days – and a subsequent invoice to cover it!
The Minema, Knightsbridge, London
The second fault took even less time to correct and appeared at the cinema during a
Premiere showing week of the feature film Jonathan Livingston Seagull.
Occurring as ‘wow’ on one Victoria 9 projector, it was complained of by the film’s producer
and resulted in the theatre manager immediately ‘phoning an engineer who, had he been
told, had experience of Cinemeccanica projectors in general and this fault in particular. On
hearing the details, the engineer informed the manager that he had indeed encountered the
fault and that it was due to the reproducing drum shaft being fitted exceedingly precisely,
and because of expansion from the arc heat, had an occasional tendency to bind slightly.
One simple way to ease it was to place a centre punch into the turner’s hole and to give it
a sharp blow with a light hammer. Unwilling to take the risk, the manager induced the
engineer to come in before 11am the next morning and on his arrival, hammer and punch
in hand, the engineer entered the projection room, felt the shaft, and then proceeded to
carry out what he had advised, an operation taking a couple of minutes at most. A few test
reels satisfied both management and the producer alike and it remained only to agree a fee,
based on the outcome rather than the actual repair time.
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Hippodrome, Rochdale

T

he Hippodrome Rochdale had been a music hall and was locally famous for being
the theatre in which Gracie Fields first appeared in public for which it was said she
received a pork pie.
After being closed for some time, a short lease was taken out in the late 1960s by an
Asian gentleman who intended to exhibit Indian and Pakistani films for the increasing
number of immigrants settling in the area. The fact that the shows would be on Sundays
is mentioned because it was directly relevant to the fault.
A projection engineer was contacted and a former National Health Service hospital
Gaumont Kalee 40 equipment acquired and installed in one of the former spotlight
rooms. After many tests and rehearsals, an opening date was scheduled for a Sunday and
a Bank Holiday weekend.
On the day and with the house full to capacity, projection started at 1pm and ran
without incident until 2pm when some distortion of the sound alerted the standby
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engineer who, approaching the amplifier, noticed smoke issuing and the house lights
were raised. The irate audience was offered their money back or re-entry tickets. A brief
examination of the amplifier revealed that the main supply transformer was charred and
so badly damaged as to leave no option other than to take the unit to the workshop for
major repairs.
A replacement transformer was obtained, fitted and for hour after hour tested until the
engineer was satisfied that it was as reliable as anything with the Kalee name on it would
be. On delivery and after more than a few rehearsals, everything was readied for another
1pm opening on the forthcoming Sunday and on starting this show everything proceeded
satisfactorily for about an hour, when bewilderingly, exactly the same events as on the
previous Sunday began to unfold. Faced with this, the engineer now began to suspect that
the mains supply was not all it should be and immediately measured the voltage. By the
time the voltmeter was connected it read 256 volts, but was becoming lower by the minute
and became stable at 240 volts – the electricity authorities standard for the area.
After the second repair, the amplifier was returned to the theatre and again repeatedly
tested, but this time with a voltmeter across the supply and checks made every five minutes
or so.
From 12 noon on what could be called the third opening day, the voltage was monitored
continuously until about five minutes before 2pm when, as expected, the voltmeter needle
began to rise and after a minute or two, alarmingly so. At 255 volts, the engineer shut
the system down and ordered the house lights to be raised which, when they reached
full-on, were now noted to be conspicuously brighter than normal. After about fifteen
minutes, the voltage slowly began to drop until it reached 250 when the show was allowed
to continue until the end.
During the shut down period the supply had peaked at 261 volts, significantly
above the 7% tolerance stated in the supply agreement and almost certainly grounds for
complaint and reinstatement. The electricity authority was not at first inclined to believe
the complaint but after some insistence they reluctantly agreed to install a recording
voltmeter before the following weekend. With this instrument connected, and the film
programme to take account of the anticipated enforced intermission, the show started and
at the same time as the previous Sunday, the voltage began to rise but now only after the
projection system had been shut down and the house lights raised only half way.
Evidence on the voltage recorder convinced the supply company that the voltage had
indeed risen beyond the tolerance levels stated in the contracts and they therefore agreed to
pay for damage and losses incurred by the shut downs. The problem, they explained, was
due to a surge in the supply caused by a large nearby mill switching off all their systems,
a procedure they carried out every Sunday at the same time in order to carry out essential
maintenance routines. The fact that there had not been previous complaints was, they
thought, due to it being Sunday and until the cinema opened there had been no other
business known to operate on that circuit in that area at that time.
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Picture House, Idle, Bradford

H

ome of the respected, but long extinct, Jowett car, Idle, a suburb of Bradford,
was in 1955 still supporting a small cinema, the Picture House.
The theatre was one of the last in the UK to still be running on French
Gaumont Eclipse projectors; machines which were designed shortly after WW1, used
a framing method where the entire optical system, lens, lamphouse, and aperture plate
moved up and down to correct a film rack. Operated by a large lever, sliding wedges
under the original low-intensity lamphouse, the assembly was not too heavy to easily
lift or lower the half-rack distance above and below the mask centre. Modern lamps,
however were too heavy and they could only be used as rigid fixtures on the arc beam
such that a rack, when corrected, would vertically misalign the arc/projector optical
centres. This required the projectionist to immediately re-centre the screen light with
a quick adjustment of the arc mirror.
Until the post-WW2 arrival of the GK21, Eclipse projectors had been the work
horse for most Gaumont British second-run halls and although reliable and greatly
respected, they were so quirky in design that Rank-Taylor-Hobson, the principle
anamorphic lens manufacturer of the period, simply refused to consider a CinemaScope
kit for them. About the only detail on the mechanism that had any compatibility with
‘Scope was the easily detached aperture plate, everything else, lens holder, anamorphic
bracket fixing, framing system and so on, were so different to all the other projectors
that CinemaScope modifications were considered by many to be not worth the effort.
The lens holder in most models was incapable of accepting lenses greater than
52mm in diameter and being of identical rack and pinion design to those used on 19th
Century magic lanterns, carried no means of locking the lenses within the focussing
system. Anamorphic brackets required to be securely fixed to the projector, something
that in the case of the little Eclipse was considered to be not possible and so called
‘BodgerScopes,’ un-bracketed tubes holding both projection and anamorphic lenses
in a combination assembly, were too heavy for the lightly made lens holders. Apart
from that, even the sheer weight of such an assembly would prevent operation of the
framing system.
Despite these shortcomings, booking problems brought on by the shortage of nonanamorphic films left the exhibitor no alternative other than to request an engineer’s
feasibility survey.
The outcome was that the GK21-type brackets could be improvised to fit not on
the projector but on the front of the Moy Senior soundheads, the type on which in
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the UK the Eclipse was almost always mounted. In this position, they would precisely
align the Varamorphs with the Eclipse optical centre and while framing correction
was expected to be confined to quarter racks with the lever, half racks would need the
projector to be stopped and re-threaded. Other inconveniences included extra care
when changing lenses between the two formats, widescreen and ‘Scope, as without
pre-focus sleeves the only way to get anywhere near good incoming focus and azimuth
would be to line up markings scratched on the lens barrels. This also applied to the lens
holders as inserting and withdrawing the lenses tended to turn the rack and pinion
and disturb the focus setting.
Having accepted the compromises, the management ordered the installation
and the service company delivered a kit which included a choice of suitable 52mm
lenses displaced from theatres already ‘Scope adapted. On starting work the installing
engineer soon found that most of their fears had been groundless. Even the half rack
problem did not exist as the large diameter entry pupil of the Varamorph was more
than wide enough to accept the light beam from most extremes of the framing range.
The projectionist was later to claim that because of their diligence in programme
preparation they had never had a rack anyway.
Quirky or not, the little Eclipses ran for several more years and being probably the
last pair of French projectors to run in the UK they could be said to be in some way a
tribute to the fitters and mechanics who made them.
An Eclipse note
Small and unpretentious, the little Eclipse was so light it could be lifted and carried
with one hand, yet for reliability and long life it could easily hold its own against any
of its contemporaries and although only introduced by the start of WW2 and short of
spares by the end, almost all survived - with a few here and there made obsolete only
by the later arrival of CinemaScope.
Unimpressive to look at, some would say that they never looked anything other
than old fashioned yet in the 1930s and 1940s many were installed in independent
cinemas and were standard kit in almost all Gaumont British ‘B’ halls.
It was rumoured that while all parts were made in factories of the French Gaumont
Company, final assembly was mainly carried out in the homes and home-workshops
of their skilled fitters, men, who with cases made for the purpose, collected kit from
the factory on a Friday and returned with a complete machine one week later.
The picture shows an early talkie version of the Eclipse from the 1930s with BAF
PUM sound head.
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Lyric, Darnall, Sheffield

B

y the late 1940s, the Lyric could hardly be called a ‘palace’ but nonetheless provided
the hard working end of Darnall with much of its evening entertainment and its
recently installed Gaumont Kalee projectors set a standard of projection that was at
least the equal of most of the flagship cinemas of Sheffield.
At the time, occasional shortages of material forced manufacturers to either withhold
delivery of their goods until supplies improved or else improvise with some form of
substitute. Compounding the problem was the country’s need for hard currency and
consequently the priority was placed on exports rather than goods destined for the home
market.
It was a period when GB Kalee Limited were not only re-equipping many UK cinemas,
they were also exporting large numbers of projection sets to cinemas around the world.
Despite this, a large overseas order for BTH ¼ HP motors with 5/8” shafts suddenly created
a scarcity that deprived them of a fundamental part of the GK21 projector assembly and a
featured component in the spare parts catalogue. With many cinemas pressing for delivery
their only option was to accept the still plentiful ½” shaft versions of the motor and simply
sleeve them up with 5/8” sleeve tubes.
These tubes were not as simple as they looked as they needed to be precisely machined
and then drilled to allow the drive pulley and inching knob grub screws to pass through
to seat onto the flats machined into ½” shafts. While nobody liked the idea they could not
think of anything better and the risk of tubes being separated from the motor and lost was
considered to be the only worry but a slight one anyway.
Nonetheless this is exactly what happened when a duty engineer responding to a service
request from the Lyric, grabbed a spare motor in haste and on arriving at the theatre,
found the motor could not be used. Unless the situation was quickly resolved to the
management’s satisfaction the predicament was not likely to enhance the reputation of
either the service company or the engineer himself and he quickly began to consider the
alternatives available to him.
Being one of many who had experienced the austerity and shortages that followed
WW2 he had long learned how to improvise and his first thoughts were therefore directed
towards some of the temporary sleeving such as 35mm film coiled around the shaft. It was
not the first time he had resorted to the idea but this time it was for a labouring motor
running at around 1440rpm and not as the last time for a slowly turning film sprocket.
Another option was to swap the 5/8” rotor and shaft on the defective motor with the
same part on the emergency spare but as at the same time there were occasionally small
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assembly differences between motors, it was decided to leave well alone until all other
methods had been investigated.
The motors were among the most reliable parts in the GK21 assembly and despite the
use of sleeve bearings, many were still to be found running over 50 years later and, without
a load they ran entirely without noise. Where failure had occurred it was almost always
oil, dust or a combination of both, contaminating the internal centrifugal start/run switch
or the open or short circuiting of the one part separate from the motor, the occasionally
forgotten start capacitor.
A final option was the possibility that a suitable substitute could be borrowed from
the cinema’s fittings, the screen curtain motor, ice cream refrigerator motor and so on –
items that could be used for a couple of days with little inconvenience. Subsequent checks
revealed that the curtain motor was for all practical purposes virtually unreachable but the
fridge motors actually were ¼ HP and, as luck would have it they not only had 5/8” shafts,
they also ran at the required speed and were wired to run in the right direction.
Unfortunately, the motor cradles were of a different type and could only be fitted to the
projector platform by drilling and tapping, a step too far for equipment that was still under
guarantee. In the end it was decided that one of the motors could only be used if it was in
some way lashed to the normal BTH cradle and with some old cabling, this is how it was
finally set up to successfully run the two performances that evening.
With everything restored to normal the following day, bench tests revealed that the
fault had been nothing more than a defective solder joint on the centrifugal switch board,
something that had they experienced before, could have been repaired in a matter of
minutes.

A BTH ¼ HP motor with 5/8 inch shaft mounted on a Kalee 21
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Palace, Dronfield

B

uilt just after WW1, the auditorium’s length had been made possible largely
by building the back end of the theatre into a hillside behind. Over the years,
ground erosion and heavy rain had led to a gap between the hill cutting and the
cinema’s back wall filling with earth, the dampness of which, finally penetrated the
brickwork to meet the cool, dark conditions of the back-stage area. This in turn led to
growth of awesome quantities of fungus and a sound fault caused by the low frequency
speaker being softened by the dampness.
It first came to light on a service day when the engineer was informed that the sound
was not quite as good as it once was and after a number of faultless amplifier tests he
proceeded to check the auditorium speaker assembly. On attempting to gain entry to
a rarely visited back-stage area he found the door swollen and jammed and after some
effort, he and the chief managed to force the door open only to find what appeared to
be a second door blocking the way. This resembled a perfect if inverted version of the
first door but was, in fact, a moulding formed by fungus growth against the former
panelling. Yellowish, soft and spongy and smelling of rot, it readily yielded to hand
pressure and could be ripped out in squishy handfuls to
reveal the ribbed gill-like structure seen on the underside
of toadstools and other fungi that occasionally thrive in
such damp conditions.
About three metres high, and the full width of the
back wall, it extended to and over part of the loudspeaker
enclosure and stopped only a couple of feet short of the
screen itself. The chief commented that it gave him the
creeps, reminded him of a set in a B horror film and if it
moved he’d probably take to his heels!
After clearing the substance away, an examination of
the LF speakers revealed that their cones were soft from
dampness and to avoid any chance of distortion or decentring of the cone support spiders during the drying
process, they were subjected to only mild warmth for
about two hours. Subsequent sound tests indicated that
the base response had been restored to somewhere near
normal and after preventative treatment on the wall, the
problem did not return in the months that followed.
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Friends, sponsors and partners
We are grateful for the support of these organisations.
If you would like to help the PPT please contact Nigel Wolland
Telephone: 0208 942 3159 Email: nwolland@blueyonder.co.uk

PRO FILM LIMITED

We are a leading UK based supplier of digital cinema projection
systems, from projectors to servers, sound systems to automation.
Unit 6 Avondale Ind Est, Avondale Road, Stockport SK6 OUD
0161 4777633 service @omnexdigital.co.uk

JACRO knows cinema and JACRO knows software. We are a
family owned and operated business since the 1920s with an
unrivalled reputation for creativity and reliability.
Jack Roe (CS) Ltd, Enterprise Centre, Alton Road Ind Estate
Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB United Kingdom sales@jackroe.com
Milton Keynes Museum
McConnell Drive, Wolverton
Milton Keynes MK12 5EL
01908 316222
www.miltonkeynesmuseum.org.uk

Imperial War Museum Duxford

Visit this historic airﬁeld and museum of aviation history
and discover the stories of people who lived and worked
at RAF Duxford.
www.iwm.org.uk/visits/iwm-duxford
The media arts school for those aged 14-19 that
specialises in behind-the-scenes media production
digital communications and entertainment technologies.
www.elstreeutc.co.uk

The David Lean Foundation
To promote and advance education and to cultivate
and improve public taste in the visual arts
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Our passion is for video, sound, staging,
lighting and rigging using leading edge AV
and broadcast technology.
Enquiries@media-powerhouse.com +44 (0) 20 8236 0331

HARKNESS SCREENS

The world’s leading screen technology company.
Unit A, Norton Road, Stevenage, Herts. SG1 2BB
01438 725200 sales@harkness-screens.com

Forever Film

SOUND ASSOCIATES

Projection | Sound | Cinema | Digital
Keeble House, 81 Island Farm Road, West Molesey, Surrey KT8 2SA
+44(0)20 8939 5900 info@soundassociates.co.uk

The independent trade union for those working in broadcasting, ﬁlm,
theatre, entertainment, leisure, interactive media and allied areas.

Pinewood Studios, Iver Heath, Buckinghamshire
01753 656656 Fax: 01753 657016
email: info@societyinmotion.com
www.societyinmotion.com

Bell Theatre Services are the UK’s leading supplier and installer
of projection and sound equipment to the ﬁlm industry.
(+44) 020 8238 6000 admin@bell-theatre.com
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